Southwold Primary and Nursery School
Early Years N2 Curriculum Map 2020 2021
Topic based Learning based on familiar things, interest points and planning in the moment. Objective led planning ensures
next steps are in place for all learners.
Curiosity Approach- Our environment is made up of calming fabrics, plants, lights and mirrors to enhance child
engagement and empower their creativity and imagination. Our environment celebrates the power of loose parts and
different spaces to enable children to work on small and large scale projects.
Our team create provocations that are open ended or that extend children’s expressed interests, questions and curiosities
to able autonomous thought and discovery. Together, we provide opportunities for children to express themselves
creatively through research, exploration and investigation.

Term 1
What’s
your story?
All about Me

Week 1
BASELINE

Week 2
BASELINE

Week 3
BASELINE

Week 4
BASELINE

Displays needed:
Wow Wall (child height)
INTERNATIONAL DOT
Visual Timetable
Sitting prompts
Phonics display
Behaviour flow chart/pegs- based around the language of Tales Toolkit ‘I can see you have a problem, can we find a solution to help fix it?’
Outdoor learning display
Book den- reading area
Birthday Board- days of week/months of year
Wash your hands display
Snack Area
Self-Registration Board
Curiosity Areas with loose parts
Tales Toolkit story telling area- Southwold- materials/ mini mes and characters in baskets

Week 5
BASELINE

Week 6
BASELINE TO
FINISH

DAY 15 SEPTEMBER 2021 (Week 2)

DISPLAY: Photos of each child and a portrait painted created over first couple of weeks. Mini Me on stick for small world in a pocket next to
display so they can take themselves out to play with others!
Child height family photo display in role play area with child made frames
Settling in activities in zones/ small world/ home role play/loose parts (curiosity)- set up areas of interest that the children have (from home
visits)/ follow next steps throughout the week/ in the moment planning

Introductions

Introduce ‘Wash,
wash, wash your
hands’ song- (talk
about hygiene)
Introduce visual
timetable
Introduce rolling snack
time-importance of
drinking water and
refreshing our bodies

Topic Hook
(alongside
interest points
and in the
moment
planning)

Starting nursery

All about Me

The things I like

My Family

Friendship

How tall am I?

Starting School
(Janet and Allan
Alberg)

Super Duper You

You choose

Owl Babies

Sharing a Shell

Titch

Lost and found

Once there were Giants
Martin Waddell

Focus Text
(alongside
interest points
and in the
moment
planning)

Spot loves Nursery
Lulu loves Nursery
(Camilla Reid)

Introduce days of the week/
months through birthday
board
Introduce self-registration
board with photos

What I like about Me!
(Allia Zobel Nolan)

Create Autumn Displayinvestigation stationleaves, twigs, bugs- add
to over term. Add linked
story books to area

Elmer
So much
Trish Cooke

The Selfish Crocodile
Rainbow Fish

Phonics

Read Write Inc
Nursery
Tuning into sounds
Making sounds using
our voices, use
mirrors to look at the
way our lips and
tongue move
Sound story;
Going on a Bear
Hunt,

Read Write Inc Nursery
Make listening ears
Go on a listening walk, indoors
Use the sound cards (Letters
and sounds)

Continuous
Funky Fingers
Picking up pom
oms with
tweezers
Linking paper
clips
Pegs on peg
boards
Geo boards
Threading with
beads and pasta
Hole punching
and threading

Dough Gym
https://youtu.be/DrBs
Nhwxzgc
(If you’re happy and
you know it)
Lacing/ pegging
activities

Read Write Inc
Nursery
Guess the sound

Read Write Inc
Nursery
Sound lotto game

Read Write Inc Nursery

Have a basket of
objects, Noisy or quiet?

Old MacDonald had a
farm music basket

Matching sound makers

Zoo animal listening
game Mister Teach
www.YouTube.com

Grandmother’s footsteps

Making shakers

Matching sounds
Songs that use
environmental sounds
Here is a Beehive
Old MacDonald
The Wheels on the Bus

Read the story; What the
Lady bird heard. Julia
Donaldson

Dough Gym
https://youtu.be/1JaF0mjG4e8

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

https://youtu.be/KSBO8N
4ctJg

https://youtu.be/BOLR3
pQt8zg
(I like to...)
Finger printing or
cotton budding pictures
of my family, adding
small detail

https://youtu.be/3KCQrjI0uY
(Dough Disco)
Make lego duplo bricks
and each child has a straw
to blow a ping pong ball
under the bridges. Can
they get 1,2,3 points

Drum outdoors,
discover different
sounds in the outdoor
area
Dough Gym/
Funky Fingers

Read Write Inc
Nursery
Go on a listening walk
outdoors with listening
ears

(Twinkle twinkle little
star)

Listening game What the
ladybird heard
www.YouTube.com

(Incy Wincy Spider)
Threading, connecting
necklaces using connector
beads

Straws in playdough,
threading pasta tubes on
to playdough. Extend by
counting the number of
pasta tubes

Sound story;
Where the Wild
Things Are

Sound story;
Peace at Last...

Dough Gym
Nature Hunt Card Heartmatching colours to natural
objects found outside- small
coloured pegs to hang onto
a heart

Communication
and Language
(modelling)
(planned puppets,
role play, small
world, playdough,
water, sand
focuses to
enhance
provision)
Play dough
Area
(continuous)
Accessible loose
parts at all times,
cutters, rollers,
card mirrors to
work on
Puppet/ Story
telling Tales
Toolkit Arearange of hand
puppets and
characters for
story telling/ mini
me teachers and
children on
bricks/ fabrics/
tuff tray with
foam for story
telling through
mark making
(tales toolkit
symbols)

Small world- dolls
house with laminated
mini me photos, town
close it with cars
Role play based
around real life home
items- home scenebabies, pets with
collars, dressing up
Playdough- calming,
sensory playdough
with lavender/ lemon
scents and loose partsshells, wooden
buttons, sticks, etc
Portrait natural faces
using play dough and
loose parts
Water- rubber gloves
with soap bubbles/
pouring and filling
Babies in a tuff tray
with bubbles, sponges
and towels
School scene in tuff
tray- little school
(house) mini me’s of
children in their new
class, grass- role play
new school small
world alongside
children

Small world- dolls house with
laminated mini me photos,
town close it with cars
Role play based around real life
home items- home scenebabies, pets with collars,
dressing up
Playdough- calming, sensory
playdough with lavender/
lemon scents and loose partsshells, wooden buttons, sticks,
etc
Water- orange and lemon
slices in water for sensory,
pouring and filling

Playdough- autumnal
loose parts and smells
Small world: woodland
animals and loose parts,
greenary etc
Portrait natural faces
using play dough and
loose parts

Small world: Owl baby
puppets and greenary/
loose parts// branches

Water/Sand- water,
shells, fishing nets

Role Play- doctors station
for heights and
measurements

Under the sea tuff tray
Night scene- torches
and shiny materials

Wet and dry sand and
talking about the different
textures

Dolls clothes compared to
other sized clothing –
dressing and undressing
dolls

Small World
Area
(continuous)
Invitations for
learning. Typical
small world
activities along
with loose parts
stored in baskets
accessible at all
times (slices of
wood, CDs, large
pebbles, sticks,
cardboard tubes,
available fabric,
artificial grass,
shiny bits)
Role Play Area
(continuous)
Enclosed, fairy
lights, real life
items (wood,
stainless steel,
ceramic), empty
food containers,
real life dressing
up items, mirrors
Messaging
Centre/ Mark
Making
Low level writing
area with
cushions
Pigeonholes with
children’s photos
on so they can
send each other
messages

Puppet/ Story
telling Tales Toolkit
Area- range of hand
puppets and characters
for story telling/ fabrics
Weekly Tales Toolkit

Note paper, notepads,
post it notes, envelopes,
cards of different sizes,
postcards, different
writing utensils, writing
rucksacks so they can
travel with their mark
making., clipboards of
different sizes,
whiteboards, whiteboard
pens, large rolls of paper,
wallpaper, plain stickers
of different sizes, labels,
card from boxesdifferent sizes, Sellotape,
scissors, range of writing

Making cards for my
family

Patterns to copy – could be on
paper plates etc – large scale /

Tables covered in paper
with selection of mark
making resources –
recording things that we
like

Model sending secret
messages to friends- mark
making using symbols

Drawing around bodies and
labelling body parts / adding
names etc

equipment- pens, pencils,
chunky crayons, sticks
(mud writing)

chalks / water marking making
outside

Model to children- Tales
Toolkit story strips- mark
making only

Different shaped people cut
outs – different heights
Mark making in foam in tuff
tray
Paint in sealed in freezer
bags for finger mark
making

Large scale mark making
with sheets / roll of paper
on the floor – drawing
pictures of friends,
writing names & special
messages

Chalks outside and then
tracing over with water
& paintbrushes

Number/ SSM
Introduce and
learn a
counting song
each week
from the song
basket/ bag

Counting 1-5 song:
Five speckled frogs

Counting 1-5 song: Five little
men in a flying saucer

Counting 1-5 song: five
little ducks

Counting 1-5 song: 5
currant buns

Counting songs and
rhymes,
Recites some number
names in sequence 2236mths

Counting jumps, hops and
claps.
Realises not only objects, but
anything can be counted,
including steps, claps or jumps
30-50mths

Play hopscotch skittles or
target games/ Kim’s
Game with sorting
objects
Knows that a group of
things changes in quantity
when something is added
or taken away 22-36mths

Look at different
pictures that illustrate
shapes and patterns
from a variety of origins,
e.g. designs on
wallpaper fabric, animal
prints
Notices simple shapes
and patterns in pictures

‘
Day 1- Number
Day 2- Number

Loose parts/ counting objectslearning landscape

Counting 1-5 song: 5 little
monkeys jumping on the
bed

Counting 1-5 songs from
over the weeks
What’s the time Mr Wolf?’

Use puppets for counting
games. Did the puppet
make a mistake?
Beginning to talk about the
shapes of everyday objects,

Make a number line with
beads, pompoms, lolly sticks
etc
Recites some number names in
sequence 22-36

Day 3- Number
Day 4Shape/Pattern
Day 5Measures

Loose parts/ counting
objects- learning
landscape
Uses some language of
quantities such as ‘more’
or ‘less’ (22-36)
Shape: Introduce
the shape songs.
Giant weaving outside

Uses some language of quantities
such as ‘more’ or ‘less’ (22-36)

Make a junk model robot

Loose parts/ counting
objects- learning
landscape- please give me
1, please give me 2
Selects a small number of
objects from a group when
asked 22-36

Shows an interest in shapes 3050 Introduce the rectangleshape hunt outside Shows an
interest in shapes 30-50

Shape: Introduce the
square- square hunt
outside Shows an interest
in shapes 30-50

Measure: Rosie’s Walk. Pat
Hutchings.
Discuss directions, shapes and
positional language.

Measure: measuring
toys using cubes Begins to
use the language of size/
uses some language of
quantities such as more or
less 22-36

Shape: Introduce the
rectangle- shape hunt outside

Chalk shapes outside
Light box with shapes
Shape biscuits
Shows interest in shape
by sustained construction
activity or by talking
about shapes or
arrangements 30-50
Measure: Make a
two-colour pattern
using either beads,
pegs or multilink cubes
.
Begins to use the
language of size/uses
some language of
quantities such as more
or less 22-36
Discovery

Looking in the mirror
at ourselves- what can
we see?
Look at Twinkl ‘we’re
all different’
PowerPoint
https://www.twinkl.co.
uk/resource/tf-or-35-

Make treasure maps
Make towers with the bricks

22-36mths
Shiny Box with objects
in. Children to use
tweezers to count
objects out of the shiny
box
Recites some number
names in sequence 22-36
Shape: Introduce the
triangle- triangle hunt
outside Shows an interest
in shapes 30-50
Measures: measuring
outside using resources
Begins to use the
language of size/ uses
some language of
quantities such as more or
less 22-36

e.g. ‘round’ and ‘tall’ 3050mths
Shape: Introduce the
circle- circle hunt outside
Shows an interest in shapes
30-50
Measures- measuring my
friends- drawing round
my friend... how many
cubes? Ow many bricks?
Begins to use the language
of size/ uses some language
of quantities such as more
or less 22-36

www.topmarks.co.uk
Let’s compare, a comparing
sizes game
Begins to use the language of
size 22-36mths
Shape: Introduce the
rectangle- rectangle hunt
outside
Making shape monsters
using 4 shapes learnt over
past 4 weeks Shows an
interest in shapes 30-50
Measures: How big is my
foot? How big is my hand?
How tall am I? Begins to use
the language of size/ uses
some language of quantities
such as more or less 22-36

Have a selection of ribbons,
string and sticks for measuring
Measure straight and wavy
lines
Uses positional language 30-50
Notices simple shapes and
patterns in pictures 22-36
Looking in the mirror at
ourselves- what can we see?
All are welcome book:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=mwS3FOn4-Ow
Children just like me
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=M4JEw3yfVGw

Where do fruit and
vegetables come from?
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=CdPRZ3wjCx
A
Nature’s Food

Guess who- baby
photos- changes
Toys played with as a
baby
Let’s get Sticky!
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:

Watch first 2 minutes
of this video
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=D5POfARRh0w
To see children on a
conker hunt – look at the
leaves of the horse
chestnut tree etc.

Watch Cbeebies Autumn
song
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=19oeTiz4fZc
And discuss changes that
happen at this time of year.
Autumn Fun

we-are-all-differentstory-powerpoint

Welly Wednesday!
Introduce Welly Wed
song
Practise putting welly’s
on correct feet- put a
sticker in their right
boot to help them.
Sing Welly Boots song:
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=F3jw7bzL
0rI
Welly dance outsidewelly water/paint
patterns! (footprints
for display)

Art and Crafts
(continuous
provision)
Empty frames,
loose parts,
mirrors,
buttons, real
items, natural
mats, small
mosaic tiles

Painting our
portraits

Nature Hunt!
Weekly Welly Wednesday:
Rules & song
Story- ‘We're going on a bear
hunt’
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=0gyI6ykDwds or ‘We’re
going on a scavenger hunt’
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=Ze7Lx0BL9Jk
Simple scavenger hunt- stone,
leaf, stick, grass, flower

Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Watch:
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=fc9J7oLB-jU

Taste different autumn
berries/ fruitblackberries, apples, figs,
pear, plums. Pumpkin or
make blackberry/apple
cupcakes.
Fruit/ veg printing to
make autumn class tree.

Toilet roll flowers

Paintings and models
of our homes

My first day at
school handprint
and poem

Shaving foam painting

Collage my family

Painting on foil

Portrait area with
mirror and drawing
materials/ paper

Butterfly painting

Make lolly stick houses
and put picture of
their family in the
centre

I like me mirrors (see LF
pin)

Draw/ fingerprint
own family and label

Rules & song
Read ‘Stickman’
story/rap
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=mN6NsaSjSU
Collect sticks-count
them, order them in
size.
Make stick pictures.

Could also link to
discussion about acorns
etc.

Make ‘I love you’
cards for
Grandparents

Friendship bracelets

Heart collage- create
a friendship tree

Conkers!
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Read: ‘Connor: The Conker
& the breezy Day.’
Make yoga conker shapes
(from book) with your body.
Find conkers outside. Make
conker playdough snails.

Friendship flowers
using handprints
Paper plate rainbow
fish
Making our own
crocodile friendspuppets (green socks
and googly eyes)

Weekly Welly Wednesday:
Rules & song
Read: ‘Storm’ by Sam Usher
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=EhUkQd-zjxA
What activities could you do
in autumn?
Roll conkers down
guttering.

Painting what we think
we will look like when we
are older
Making life size children
making out of junk
Height chart, make
flowers and add photos
into the middle

Clear wall /
white fabric for
shadow
puppets, set the
mood with
lighting

Hand printing or
making own class
tree/ duck display as
a welcome for
children

Recycled me pictures (see
KC pin 2020 2021 planning)

Gross Physical
Provision

Bikes and scootersmodelling- timer to
share

Climbing- modelling- assault
course

(Continuous
Provision)
Slide, cars,
bikes, building
blocks, tyres,
loose parts,
child brushes
for sweeping

Discussion
(circle times)

Using cardboard lid
with a hole in
middle, rolling ping
pong ball to stop it
going down holesadd more holes as a
challenge

What do I like to
do when I come to
Nursery?
Circle game to learn
names- say your
name and roll a ball
to someone

Feely box- stand a lid on its
side and add two holes for
children’s arms. Have
objects other side of lidchildren have to feel and
guess what objects are.

What makes me special?

Skipping focus
Masking tape lines like
a ladder across the
carpet. Children have
to bend their knees
and jump from one
line to the nextextend by adding
points by lines- how
much can they score?
Can they stretch
between three of the
lines?
Toys I like to play with
How do we look after
our toys at Nursery?

Throwing and
catching
Create a bubble wrap
runway masked to
the carpet. Children
to use this without
shoes on.

Why our families are
so important to us

Passing different sized
balls
Exploring balls

Building
Number/ shape hopjump to the...

Make a class hoopla
using plates and a tube.
Children to design
their own hoops (cut
out inside of plate and
eave the rim)- can they
shoot and score?

What is special about
my new friends?

What does ‘love’ mean?
When do you feel loved?

Weekly Show and
Tell
Weekly Jigsaw

Baking

Computing

Flapjack

Pizza faces (own face)

Fruit kebabs

Gingerbread family
biscuits

Face fairy cakes

Sandwich making

(DL) I can operate
simple equipmentsound buttons & cd
player to play
nursery rhymes.
Buttons, switch on/
off, stop, play.
Safety on how to
use equip.

(DL) I can operate simple
equipment- sound buttons
& cd player to listen to
stories.

((DL) I can operate
simple equipmentcamera to take photos
around unit.
Buttons, switch on/
off, view, zoom,
delete.
Begin photo gallery

(DL) I can operate
simple equipmentcamera- Photo &
video

(DL) I can operate
simple equipmentcamera - Photo &
video

(DL) I can operate simple
equipment- camera.
Teach them how to print.
Have a photo gallery.

Role play: phones,
computers, toy
radios and
televisions with
wind-up
mechanisms, and
toys with parts to
press or lift. These

(Knows how to operate simple
equipment eg turns on CD player and
uses remote control T UW 30-50)

how to switch it on and off
which button takes the image
how to focus (‘half press’ in the
case of a camera, and wait for
the circle or square to disappear
on a tablet)
the importance of holding the
camera still and keeping their
figures from obscuring the lens
how to zoom in and out
how to switch between review
mode and shooting mode
how to delete unwanted images.

(Shows skill in making toys
work by pressing parts or
lifting flaps to achieve effects
such as sound, movements r
new images T UW 30-50)

Role play: video each other as
characters in role play

(Shows skill in making toys
work by pressing parts or lifting
flaps to achieve effects such as
sound, movements r new
images T UW 30-50)

Role play: video each other as
characters in role play

(Know that information can be
retrieved from computers 30-5 R 0
T UW)
Role play: video each other as
characters in role play

simple “cause and
effect”

Shows an interest in
technological toys with knobs
and pulleys, or real objects
such as cameras or mobile
phones T UW 30-50)

Use of sensory
room equipment
buttons.
(Knows how to operate
simple equipment eg turns
on CD player and uses
remote control T UW 3050)

Music and
Movement
(Ideas for
weekly music
themes)
Music
(continuous
provision)
Provide
opportunities for
self expression.
Cassette players,
record players,
enclosed music
area with various
instruments from
different cultures.
Upcycled music
wall outside with
stage and
instruments.

Create a song
basket/ bag with the
children. Add items
to represent the
songs each child
likes- add songs as
the term goes on.

Singing time together as a
class using Out of the Ark.
Introduce music wall and
how we use it.
Introduce music den inside

Learn I can sing a
rainbow in sign
language
Children to make
rainbows and musical
notes to hang in music
den
Song/ Rhyme basket

Clapping and
stamping along to a
beat. Grand old
Duke of York, Down
in the jungle.
Song/ Rhyme basket

Autumnal Music- go
outside on a leaf huntwhat colour leaves can
we find? Make a colour
chart and peg the
leaves on to match the
colours. Teach the
song: Red leaves falling,
red leaves falling, all
around, all around,
orange leaves falling,
orange leaves falling,
on the ground, on the
ground, Autumn time
is coming, Autumn
time is coming, all
around, all around.
Brown leaves
scattered, brown
leaves scattered on the
ground one the ground
Autumn Time is
coming, Autumn Time

Clap out the syllables of
our name
Autumnal Music- children
to visit the outdoors and
listen for sounds. Take a
basket of instruments and
recreate sounds heard.
Sing the weather song on
Out of the Ark.
Song/ Rhyme basket

is coming, all around,
all around.
Song/ Rhyme basket
‘

Term 2

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

What’s
inside your
imagination?

Imagine,
imagine

How do
we
celebrate?
(Understan
ding the
World)
Displays needed: (continued displays from last term)
Space world
Craete child height emotions display, photos of each child’s face and emotion pegs- link to the colour monster story
TO DO:

Week 5

Week 6

Settling in activities in zones/ small world/ home role play/loose parts (curiosity)- set up areas of interest that the children have (from home
visits)/ follow next steps throughout the week/ in the moment planning
Introductions

Introduce new big
question
Introduce weekly
provision

Hook Topic
(alongside
interest
points and in
the moment
planning)

Aliens
Teachers dress up
as aliens in
underpants!
Letter from alien
at end of week

Focus Text
(alongside
interest
points and in
the moment
planning)

Phonics

Aliens love
underpants
Beegu

Introduce name writing
challenge and reading
challenge
Introduce weekly
provision

Castles, Knights,
Princesses

The Knight who
wouldn’t fly

Introduce weekly
provision

Monsters
Children come
into monster
footprints on the
floor

Monsters don’t eat
broccoli

Introduce weekly
provision

Dinosaurs
Create a mess
left by the
monsters for the
children to
discover and
read: ‘Dinosaurs
are in my school’
Dinosaurs Roar

The Colour Monster

Dinosaurs in my
school

Not now Bernard!

Mad about Dinosaurs

Princess Smartypants

The Smeds and the
Smoos

Introduce weekly
provision

Christmas

We’re going on an Elf
Chase
Dear Santa
Rod Campbell

Ten Little Dinosaurs

The Crayons
Christmas

Introduce weekly
provision

Christmas

The Jolly Postman
The Christmas Bear
Ian Whybrow

Read Write Inc
Nursery

Read Write Inc
Nursery

Read Write Inc
Nursery

Read Write Inc
Nursery

Read Write Inc
Nursery

Read Write Inc
Nursery

Story sounds using
instruments

Tap out the syllables of
names using puppet,
children to clap along

Story sounds using
instruments

Follow the sound

Noisy neighbour 2

Listen to the music using
Christmas songs

Noisy neighbour

The Pied Piper story and
activity using instruments

Hidden instruments

Roly-Poly rhyme
Musical show and tell

Animal sounds-loud and
quiet noises using the
instruments

Listen to the music

Sound starterwww.lettersandsounds.c
om

Guess the animal
www.lettersandsounds.c
om

Story sounds using
poems

Musical show and tell
Follow the sound using
jingle bells and chime
bars

Dough Gym/
Funky Fingers

Dough Gym

Continuous
Funky Fingers
Picking up pom
oms with
tweezers

Freeze powder paint in
with ice cubes and a
lollipop stick sticking out/
freeze some into paint
trays (ones with 6
circular holes)Creates painting sticks to
use on large sheets of
paper

Linking paper
clips

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Card numbered flowers
with beads threaded on
to stem to match
number- pipe cleaner
stem

Lollipop numberschildren to count the
correct number of loom
bands on to the lollipop
stick- can they make a
colour pattern?

Fine motor countingpipe cleaners, adding
beads on to pipe cleaner
to match the number

Box with holes either
side and pom poms in
middle- two hoops on
sticks, whi can collect
the most pom poms
(hungry hippo type style0
see 2020 2021 pin EH)

Giant Nail Salonchildren draw around
their hands on a long
piece of card and then
‘paint’ their nails using
felt tips (see EH 2020
2021 pin)

Light Box- loose Diwali
decorations

Role Play- Elf Workshop,
toy shop- tools,
wrapping paper, boxes,
gift bags

Playdough- White soft
playdough, shiny, sparkly
loose parts, snowflakes
and snowman cutters

Home Corner- fireplace,
stockings, baking,
decorations

Role Play- Elf Workshop,
toy shop- tools,
wrapping paper, boxes,
gift bags

Pegs on peg
boards
Geo boards
Threading with
beads and pasta
Hole punching
and threading

Communication
and Language
(modelling)
(planned
puppets, role
play, small
world,
playdough,

Role Play: Space centre/
UFO area- shiny fabrics,
UFO control panel, alien
antennae head bands, big
pants

Role Play- castle scene,
regal fabrics, feast for
king and queen,
costumes, crowns,
dragons,

Small world- shiny fall
round different sized
containers, aliens, green
and silver materials

Playdough- loose parts
for castle making, grey
playdough, small wooden

Role Play- create a
‘monster restaurant’ with
monster food, monster
soup etc
Playdough- add loose
parts to create monsters,
black sparkly playdough
with glittery, sparkly
loose parts

Role Play: School/ Diwali
party decorations in
home corner- lanterns,
battery candles, flowers
etc

water, sand
focuses to
enhance
provision)
Play dough
Area
(continuous)
Accessible
loose parts at
all times,
cutters, rollers,
card mirrors to
work on
Puppet/ Story
telling Tales
Toolkit Arearange of hand
puppets and
characters for
story telling/
mini me
teachers and
children on
bricks/ fabrics/
tuff tray with
foam for story
telling through
mark making
(tales toolkit
symbols)
Small World
Area
(continuous)
Invitations for
learning. Typical
small world
activities along

Playdough- Blue and red
playdough to create
Smed and Smoo, googly
eyes, pipe cleaners, heart
buttons, heart cutters
Tuff Tray- beebots with
antennae – space and
planet scenes
Water and Sand- green
slime and jelly baff
Weekly Tales Toolkithave sessions first thing
in day so bags can be left
out for retelling stories

blocks, sticks/ pebbles/
small rocks
Water/Sand- moatcrocodiles, murky water,
wooden logs/ shaving
foam with small spiders
and tweezers
Small world- castles,
dragons, horses, people,
loose parts

Small World- add
monster figures, puppets,
broccoli and other items
from ‘Monsters Don’t
eat Broccoli’
Water/ Sand- boats/
sparkly thin layer of sand
to mark make fireworks
patterns

Small World: Dinosaurs,
logs, greenary, wooden
discs
Playdough: Natural
coloured playdough, add
loose parts to create
dinosaurs/ dinosaur
bones
Dinosaur eggs with mini
dinosaurs inside- cutting
to hatch
Excavating- make
archaeologist museum
Water/ Sand- swamp
animals, dinosaurs,
muddy water, logs,
rocks, small dinosaurs in
ice eggs
Dinosaur Sand Dig with
brushes in sand pit and
hidden dinosaurs
Fizzing eggs in the water
tray- watch reactionvocabulary

https://theimaginationtr
ee.com/dinosaurswamp-sensory-play/

Small World- Christmas
loose parts- baubles,
holly, fir tree twigs, artic
animals, tinsel, cinnamon
sticks, ribbon, small bells
Water/ Sand- large blue
ice cubes with artic
animals in
Playdough- Christmas
cutters, cinnamon
playdough, Christmas
loose parts

Home Corner- fireplace,
stockings, baking,
decorations
Small World- white and
silver fabrics, artic
animals, shiny
surfaces/objects
Water/ sand- water tray
full of Rudolph's straw
with hidden baubles and
bells etc with tweezers

with loose parts
stored in
baskets
accessible at all
times (slices of
wood, CDs,
large pebbles,
sticks,
cardboard
tubes, available
fabric, artificial
grass, shiny bits)
Role Play
Area
(continuous)
Enclosed, fairy
lights, real life
items (wood,
stainless steel,
ceramic), empty
food containers,
real life dressing
up items,
mirrors
Messaging
Centre/ Mark
Making
Low level
writing area
with cushions
Pigeonholes
with children’s
photos on so
they can send

Note paper, notepads, post
it notes, envelopes, cards of
different sizes, postcards,
different writing utensils,
writing rucksacks so they
can travel with their mark
making., clipboards of
different sizes, whiteboards,
whiteboard pens, large rolls
of paper, wallpaper, plain
stickers of different sizes,
labels, card from boxesdifferent sizes, Sellotape,
scissors, range of writing
equipment- pens, pencils,
chunky crayons, sticks (mud
writing)

Writing invites to the
castle banquet/ tea party

Naming dinosaurs- mark
making labels

Messages to The Elf

Drawing round dino
shadows
Mark making in green
slime / foam
Castle zig zag books

Monster designs – small
or large scale
Monster land – large
scale mark making

Christmas scene with
flour as snow in tuff tray
for mark making

Christmas cards to each
other / santa / family etc

Model to children- Tales
Toolkit story strips- mark
making only

highlighters and UV torch
Mark making in coloured
sand using feathers
each other
messages

https://www.pinterest
.co.uk/pin/185210603
411792087/
sand in clear plastic
box on light box

Number/ SSM
Introduce
Ten Town- a
number each
week

Song of the week
Five peas in a pea pod
pressed
Number:
Introduce Bunny ears
Ten Town number
0

Song of the week
Ten in the bed

Song of the week
Five little candles

Number:
Introduce dice
patterns

Number:
Introduce 5 frames
Count 2 things into egg
boxes

Song of the week
One finger, one thumb,
keep moving

Song of the week
Five mince pies in a
Baker’s shop

Number:
Ten Town number 3

Number:
Ten Town number 4

Song of the week
Five little snowmen
Number
Ten Town-Recap 0-4
Number hunt 0-4

Day 1Number
Day 2 Dice
pattern day
Day 3 Ten
Town
Day 4
Shape/Patter
n
Day 5
Measures

Pete the cat and his four
groovy buttons Eric Litwin.
A story about zero
Dinosaur dig, hide in
sand tray how many will
you find? Recites number
names in sequence 22-36
Counting when we hop,
jump or clap
Realises not only objects
can be counted 30-50

Games using a dice, giant
snakes and ladders

Dice pattern day
Introduce Numicon 1-5
Put into playdough,
water and sand

Shape:
www.topmarks.co.uk
- Shape monsters

Shape:
Play a game using
different everyday
objects. Place in a box
and children select one
to describe the shape
and size.
Measure:
Make a class height chart

Ten Town number 1
Ten Town wall display
and add the characters
each week.
Number of the week
interactive display

Measure:
Full and empty activity

Ten Town number 2

Counting using Numicon,
look at the colours and
shapes. Put pop poms
onto the holes with
tweezers

Bunny hop number line
game
Realises not only objects,
but anything can be
counted 30-50

Dice pattern day

Dice pattern day

www.YouTube.com -Roll
a dice
Bunny ears

Christmas tree roll and
count. Using a dice and
counters for baubles

Dice pattern day
Roll a dice and put that
number of cheerio's onto
sticks held by Plasticine

Shape:
Shape detectives
Use shape ‘magnifying
glasses’ to go on a shape
hunt

Shape:
What’s in the bag? Guess
the shape

Shape:
Making presents for the
Birthday party using
different shaped boxes

Measure:
Dried rice and pasta with
different sized containers
in the sand tray

Toy’s Birthday party.
Counting out the cups,
plates, and cakes for his
friends
Sometimes matches
numeral and quantity
correctly 30-50
Candles and cake cases
in playdough

Measure:
Story
Bunny cakes, Rosemary
Wells
Make a cake for your
teddy. Weighing
ingredients and recording
how many spoons of
flour/sugar etc.
Beginning to categorise
objects according to
properties such as shape or
size 22-36

Measure:
Compare the length,
shape and size of toys
Beginning to talk about the
shape of everyday objects,
e.g. ‘round’ and ‘tall 30-50’

Snowmen with numbers
on hats. Count the
correct number of
buttons
Sometimes matches
numeral and quantity
correctly 30-50
Dice pattern day
Dominoes
Roll a dice game
Shape:
Build a snowman shape
activity
Measure:
Weighing gift boxes
Wrapping up Numicon
Begins to use the language
of size 22-36

Discovery
Magic Mud recipe- adding
colour and sparkle to
mud- cauldron and
wooden spoon- mud
kitchen (also making
scoops out of bottles/
recyclable goods)

Halloween (31st Oct)
Time Lapse of a pumpkin
growing from a seed.
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=ytMpE6fubS
Q

Exploring and
investigating pumpkinswhat do they look like in
side- tuff tray with tools
so children can make
their own soup in mud
kitchen
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Sing Autumn Leaves are
falling down:
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=dKjUPqbt8D
U
Go outside. What
colours can you see?
Discuss autumn colours.
Touch colours outside.
Collect leaves.
Make a rainbow leaf
crown

Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Sing a pumpkin song:
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=cm1qvX1yg
Oo
Go to school vegetable
patch- have a dig! Pull up
pumpkin if any
there.(Planted in May!)
Explore pumpkins.
Make pumpkin soup.

Exploring rainbows with
bubble mix, water
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=lTQIgVFvFYE
Light box- glass beads,
transparent items, shapes
Firework pictures
Rocket making- large tuff
tray with paint and glitter
in- printing/ blow
painting- what happens
to the colours?

Diwali – 14th
November
Cbeebies song about
Diwali
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=KZU6M4Eisy
A
Diwali lamps
Hanukkah 10th-18th
Dec

Guy Fawkes.
Fireworks (5th Nov)

Hanging paper lamps
Decoration

Weekly Welly
Wednesday: Rules &
song
Story- Sing colour song:
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=4g0NbaukkQ
c
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=SLZcWGQQ
smg
Listen to Fireworks
night song:
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=YydmLDvGIp
4

Weekly Welly
Wednesday: Rules &
song
Watch Hedgehog facts:
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=gZYXMh2kw
oU
(Hibernate Oct/NovMarch/April)
Make cay hedgehogs

Firework display using:
Conker rolling in paint &
sticks painted in stripes
then placed on paper.

Christmas- exploring the
festival- small world
scene- figures, decorate
the Christmas Tree etc

Christmas- exploring the
festival- small world
scene- figures, decorate
the Christmas Tree etc

Nativity story/scenefigures to play with in
small world

Nativity story/scenefigures to play with in
small world

Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Storyhttps://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=6ReKkVfNF5
8

Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Storyhttps://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=hqcrtKUekW
g

Make leaf star tree
decorations:
Paint leaf & put glitter on
them & laminate OR leaf
print in clay&paint.

Make a Pinecone
Christmas tree- paint,
coloured balls, glue

Art and Crafts
(continuous
provision)
Empty frames,
loose parts,
mirrors,
buttons, real
items, natural
mats, small
mosaic tiles
Clear wall /
white fabric
for shadow
puppets, set
the mood
with lighting

Flying saucers- junk
model
Pom-pom aliens

Making crowns
Fire breathing dragon,
using paper cups and
tissue paper

Cardboard tube aliens
Create/ collage own
pants- different styles
and patterns
Spaceship shapes- put on
a lollipop to fly around
Handprint aliens with
googly eyes on fingers!

Make a junk model
castle
Sheild and helmets
Princess/ wizard
bubble wands using
beads treaded onto
pipe cleaners
Toilet Rolls with
orange, red and yellow
tissue paper strips
coming out- children
to blow down to make
fire!

Make shape monsterspegs attached to
different shaped sponges
instead of paintbrushes
Bubble painting monster
Monster blow painting
Craft flying ping pong
monsters (see LF pin)
Paint monster pebbles to
make a pathway
Create leaf monster
puppets

Dinosaur footprints

Snowmen using tubes

Dinosaur pasta
skeletons

Christmas tree
decorations – salt dough

Duplo stamped
dinosaurs

Christmas cards
Making paper chains
Hand print Christmas
Pudding (bauble and then
a white handprint
underneath- see KC Pin)

List of things I would
like for Christmas.
Cutting and sticking
from magazines
Making crackers
Christmas themed
printing
Party hats
Reindeer dust/ making
own reindeer food

Gross Physical
(Continuous
Provision)
Slide, cars,
bikes, building
blocks, tyres,
loose parts,
child brushes
for sweeping

Discussion
(circle times)

Baking

Ball swap... have two
low bowls/ buckets
with water in and
coloured balls.
Children have to pass
the ball from one
bucket to the next.
How many can they
pass before dropping
one. Can they pass
certain colours?

Ball skills
Superhero ‘super leap’
challenges eg left hop
x 15, big jumps x 20,
right foot hops x 10,
tiny leaps x 30, lunges
x 10, squats x 15superhero station with
challenge sign...
dressing up clothes
Colours and shapes
displayed outside/
inside- name, find and
hop to the colour or
shape

Strips of coloured
paper attached to
table (tape) with
patterns on- wavy, zig
zag- children to follow
the lines to cut the
paper

Gross motor paper
plate spinner gametouch your toes, kick
your legs, spin like a
ballerina, jump up and
down, stand on one
leg, leap like a frog, do
arm circles, clap your
hands above you head

Pathway chalked
instructions obstacle
course- twirl- touch
your toes- roar and
stomp, meow and
move like a cat, wiggle
and wobble, hop, like
a bunny...

Christmas delivery
service- run to deliver
the..., hop to deliver
the.... skip to deliver
the... jump to deliver
the... leap to deliver
the.... tip toe to
deliver the...

Dinosaur challenge
spinner- dive like a …,
jump like a...twist and
spin like a...., swing
your tail like a...,
stomp like a..., shake
like a …., run like a...
dance like a...

Weekly Show and
Tell/ Jigsaw

Alien jelly
Chocolate covered
marshmallow alien
pops
(Pinterest)

Gem biscuits

Vegetable kebabs

Dinosaur biscuits

Christmas Link
Mince pies
Gingerbread

Christmas Link
Christmas biscuits
Christmas Cakes in
bean tins

Computing

(CS) Online Safety
Story- Reinforce T=tell.
Have a penguin near
computer to remind
class of online safety
throughout the year.
Read Smartie the
Penguin:
https://www.childnet.c
om/resources/smartiethe-penguin
(DL) I can operate
simple equipmentipads switch on/off,
click on app to use.
CBeebies Playtime
Island
Role play:
phones, computers,
toy radios and
televisions with windup mechanisms, and
toys with parts to
press or lift. These
simple “cause and
effect”
Use of sensory room
equipment buttons.
IWB use of games on
Purple Mash

(DL) I can operate
simple equipmentipads switch on/off,
click on app to use.
CBeebies Playtime
Island

(DL) I can operate
simple equipmentipads switch on/off,
click on app to use.
PM

(DL) I can operate
simple equipmentipads switch on/off,
click on app to use.
PM

(DL) I can operate
simple equipmentipads switch on/off,
click on app to use.
PM

(DL) I can operate
simple equipmentipads switch on/off,
click on app to use.
PM

(Knows how to operate simple
equipment eg turns on CD
player and uses remote control
T UW 30-50)

Music and
Movement
Music
(continuous
provision)
Provide
opportunities
for self
expression.
Cassette
players, record
players,
enclosed music
area with
various
instruments
from different
cultures.
Upcycled music
wall outside
with stage and
instruments.

Term 3
What is the
greatest
invention?
Vehicles

Continue with weekly
song basket,
introducing new songs
and encouraging
children to pick props/
songs out of the
basket

Medieval Musicdancing like kings and
queens

Using instruments to
make monster sounds/
beats/ following beats

Heads, shoulders
knees and toes

Monster dancing- use
of large and samll
footsteps to music

Sing 5 little men in a
flying saucer
Listen to space
inspired classical music

Week 1

(Understanding
the World)
Displays needed:
Design Centre- make this the hook area for Term 3

Dinosaur stomp dance
https://family.gonoodle
.com/activities/dinosau
r-stomp

Christmas Singing/
Bells

Christmas Singing/
Bells

Actions, singing and
movement
Dinosaur, dinosaur
turn around,
Dinosaur, dinosaur
stomp the
ground,dinosaur,
dinosaur, show your
claws, dinosaur
dinosaur, snap your
jaws, dinosaur,
dinosaur, turn around,
dinosaur dinosaur, sit
back down!

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

TO DO
Order Chicks for Term 4

Settling in activities in zones/ small world/ home role play/loose parts (curiosity)- set up areas of interest that the children have (from home visits)/
follow next steps throughout the week/ in the moment planning
Introductions

Hook Topic
(alongside
interest points
and in the
moment
planning)
Focus Text
(alongside
interest points
and in the
moment
planning)

Introduce weekly provision
Introduce new big question
Introduce the curiosity box

Introduce weekly provision
Introduce the curiosity box

Introduce weekly
provision
Introduce the curiosity
box

Introduce weekly provision
Introduce the curiosity box

Introduce weekly
provision
Introduce the
curiosity box

I can explore racing cars
and cars

I can explore aeroplanes

I can explore
tractors and diiggers

I can explore buses and
trains

I can explore boats

The Naughty Bus

Toy Boat
(Randall De
Seve)

Mr Gumpy’s Motor Car

All aboard for the Bobo
Road
Duck in the truck

Emma Jane’s
Aeroplane

Awesome Engines:
Big Digger ABC
(Margaret Mayo)

Those magnificent
sheep in their flying
machine

Where do diggers
sleep at night?

The Runaway Train

Dig Dig Digging

Oi! Get off our train

Maisy goes by plane

The hundred double
decker bus

Mr Gumpy’s
Outing
Pirates love
underpants

Introduce weekly
provision
Introduce the
curiosity box
Chinese New Year
(12th Feb)
Valentine’s Day
(14th Feb)
Pancake Day (16th
Feb)

The Runaway
Wok
Guess how
much I love you
Mr Wolf’s
Pancakes

The Pirate
Cruncher
Phonics

Read Write Inc Nursery

Read Write Inc Nursery

Group 1
Revisit term 1 and 2 planning
and include nursery rhymes
Incy Wincy Spider

Hickory Dickory Dock

Group 2

Hickory Dickory Dock
game

Group 2

Read Write Inc
Nursery
Group 1
Welcome to the
Zoo game

Read Write Inc Nursery
Pat a cake, Pat a Cake
Bakers Man

Read Write Inc
Nursery

Read Write Inc
Nursery

Hey Diddle Diddle

Little Miss Muffet

Group 2

Group 2

Cake Bake game

Rhyming bingo

Group 2
www.phonicsplay.co.
uk

Rhyming puppets

www.phonicsplay.co.uk
Rhyming story
Gingerbread man
Listen to the beat with
instruments
Our favourite rhymes

Silly soup
Rhyming words
Rhyming story
Each Peach, Pear Plum
Janet and Allen Ahlberg

Introduce rhyming soup

Group 2

Rhyming bingo

Playing with words

Our favourite rhymes

Nursery rhyme
sorting activity- In
the song/ not in the
song
Objects that are in a
Nursery rhyme and
some objects that are
not e.g
Hey Diddle Diddle

www.phonicsplay.co.u
k
Silly soup

Rhyme matching
game
(Twinkl)

Rhyming odd one
out
(Twinkl cards)

Rhyming Match
Quiz PowerPoint
(Twinkl)

Sing a familiar Nursery
rhyme and miss out the
rhyming words

Dough Gym/ Funky
Fingers
Continuous
Funky Fingers
Picking up pom oms
with tweezers
Linking paper clips
Pegs on peg boards
Geo boards
Threading with
beads and pasta

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Salt free dough- adding natural
bits to dough to make their
own portrait

Making mini kites with a pipe
cleaner- threading and
counting beads on to the pipe
cleaner

Cutting/ snipping
collage bits and creating
rainbows to make a
mobile to hang in
nursery

Finger printing/ cotton bud
printing own pattern
designs- twirls/ zig zags/
spirals- extend with
patterns with one or two
colours

Fork stamped flower
art- using a fork to
produce top of flower
on a stem (see VM
pin- 2020 2021
planning)

Bubble wrap printinguse of rolling pins with
bubble wrap on to
make a print (see VM
pin 2020 2021)

Hole punching and
threading

Communication and
Language
(modelling)
(planned puppets,
role play, small
world, playdough,
water, sand focuses
to enhance
provision)
Play dough Area
(continuous)
Accessible loose
parts at all times,
cutters, rollers, card
mirrors to work on
Small World
Area
(continuous)
Invitations for
learning. Typical
small world
activities along with
loose parts stored
in baskets accessible
at all times (slices of
wood, CDs, large
pebbles, sticks,
cardboard tubes,
available fabric,
artificial grass, shiny
bits)
Puppet/ Story
telling Tales

Small World: Race track
created with black tape- large
space/ ramps- up and down/
tunnels/ garage/ car parkcolour, number on each car
and parking space to match so
can be paired up
Role Play: Outdoor garagecounter, till, checklists, push
along cars, overalls, spanners,
tools, ramp, car wash
Playdough: Wheel prints in
playdough- selection of cars/
vehicles
Sand/water/tuff tray: car
wash, toothbrushes, bubbles,
muddy cars, cloths

Weekly Tales Toolkit- early
sessions in day so objects from
bags can be left out for retelling

Small World: planes,
airport, create runway from
tape and road pieces, helipad,
cloud paper
Role Play: Airport,
suitcases, check in with
clipboard, passports, phones,
tickets, bag x ray, pilot area,
passenger seats placed for
aeroplane layout
Playdough: Cloud doughconditioner and cornflour,
with loose parts
Sand/water/tuff tray: blue
rice, cotton wool/ stuffing
clouds, laminated planes with
numbers to be placed in
order

Small
world:
Construction
site,
diggers, sand, cranes,
blocks- farm fields/
tractors
Role
Play:
Construction site, hard
hats, clip boards, cones,
big blocks, pipes, large
tubes, paint brushes,
wheelbarrow, high vis
vests
Play
Dough:
Playdough/
Moon
dough, add sand for
texture, small spades,
blocks
Sand/ water/ tuff
tray:
sand,
small
pebbles, diggers

https://theimaginatio
ntree.com/diggersedible-mud-sensoryplay/

Small World: Train track
with station
Puppets: Thomas the
Tank
Role Play: Create a bus
with chairs, tickets, driver,
bus stop
Outdoor Bus/ Train using
pallets and old seats
Play dough- wheels in
loose parts

Small World: Pirate
ship/ boat, blue fabric
for water, islands

Puppets: Chinese
dragons, traditional
clothing

Role Play: Boatoars, cardboard box
boats with sails,
fishing rods/nets, blue
fabric on floor, life
vests, sails, wheel,
anchor

Role Play: Chinese
restaurant/ Chinese
home cornerdecorations, chop
sticks, chinese
cooking- wok, wool
noodles, traditional
clothes, real bamboo
plants

Play dough: Pirates
treasure/ coins/ gems
hidden
Sand/ water/ tuff:
Make boats from
corks, lids, sticks,
floating and sinking
activities/ buried
treasure in sand

Play dough: star
anise scented play
dough, red play
dough- gold/red loose
parts
Sand/water/ tuff:
Laminated Chinese
symbols, gold coins,
hidden amongst the
noodles or red rice to
discover with tongs/
chopsticks, making
love potions- pink
water/petals- bottles/
funnels for pouring
and filling

Toolkit Arearange of hand
puppets and
characters for story
telling/ mini me
teachers and
children on bricks/
fabrics/ tuff tray
with foam for story
telling through mark
making (tales toolkit
symbols)
Role Play Area
(continuous)
Enclosed, fairy
lights, real life items
(wood, stainless
steel, ceramic),
empty food
containers, real life
dressing up items,
mirrors

Messaging Centre/
Mark Making
Low level writing
area with cushions
Pigeonholes with
children’s photos
on so they can send
each other
messages

Note paper, notepads, post it
notes, envelopes, cards of different
sizes, postcards, different writing
utensils, writing rucksacks so they
can travel with their mark making.,
clipboards of different sizes,
whiteboards, whiteboard pens,
large rolls of paper, wallpaper, plain
stickers of different sizes, labels,
card from boxes- different sizes,
Sellotape, scissors, range of writing
equipment- pens, pencils, chunky
crayons, sticks (mud writing)

Paper aeroplane secret
messages to our friends
Holiday brochures

Ticket making for the buswriting names on tickets/
mark making

Wanted posters for
the pirates- writing
warning signs- the
pirates are coming!

Love you heart
messages for
Valentine’s Day

Signs for airport
labels for luggage
Postcards from holiday
destinations

Mark making in a
blue foam sea

Chinese symbols in
sand / with paint etc

Model to children- Tales Toolkit
story strips- mark making on

Treasure map making

Whiteboard pens tracing over
laminated roads

Sticky notes adding details to large
scale maps

Number/ SSM
Introduce Ten
Town- a number
each week- once
to 10, go back to
1
Day 1- Number
Day 2 Dice
Pattern Day
Day 3 Ten Town
Day 4
Shape/Pattern
Day 5 Measures

Song of the week:
Five Little Monkeys Swinging
Through the Trees

Song of the week:
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 once I caught a
fish alive

Ten Town number 5

Song of the week:
Zoom, Zoom, Zoom
I’m going to the moon
Ten Town number 7

Song of the week:
There were Five Little
spaceman going to the
moon
(This Little Puffin)

Song of the week:
Ten little letters
(This Little Puffin)

Ten Town number 8

Ten Town number
9

Song of the week:
Ten green bottles
Ten Town number
10

Ten Town number 6
Number
Number hunt number 5
Dice Pattern Day
Roll a dice and jump clap,
march etc that number

Number
Play hopscotch with a dice
Dice pattern day
Match Numicon to the dice
pattern

Number
Finger counting flash
cards
Dice pattern day
Representing numbers
to 10 bingo
(Twinkl)

Number
Number hunt using
Numicon
Dice pattern day

Number
Bunny ears.
Numbered clothes on
a washing line. Are

10 frames- bus game
Number
Can you find 10 things
to put into a 10 frame
Counts objects to ten
40-60

Shows an interest in number
problems 30-50
Shape
Shape Bingo
Selects a particular named shape
40-60
Measure
Where is the worm?
Prepositions PowerPoint
(Twinkl)
Uses positional language 30-50

Shape
Repeating patterns
Printing patterns
Measure
Introduce Bee Bots

Sometimes matches
numeral and quantity
correctly 30-50

Caterpillar roll and cover
game
(Pinterest)

Shape
Super pairs 2D shape
pairing game (Twinkl)

Shape
Make shape pictures of
Nursery children for display
Notices simple shapes and
patterns in pictures 22-36

Measure
Sending Bee Bots to
numbered houses
Uses positional language
30-50

Measure
www.topmarks.co.uk
Let’s compare sizes game

they in the right
order?
Recognises numerals 15
40-60
www.topmarks.co.
uk
Teddy numbers
Knows that numbers
identify how many
objects are in a set 3050
Dice pattern day
Fireman’s ladder
game Mark out a
ladder in boxes, Roll
the dice children to
take turns to get to
the top of the ladder
Recites numbers in
order to 10 30-50

Dice pattern day
Roll and cross bingo.
Numbered sheets,
children to mark out
the number when they
roll the dice
Beginning to represent
numbers 30-50
Shape
Shape hunt around
school. Photographs
for display
Shows awareness of
similarities of shapes in
the environment 30-50
Measure
Animal sorting game
Sorting animals into
big and little
Begins to use the
languages of size 22-36

Shape
Introduce hexagon.
Shape songs
Measure
Game using positional
language. Box and any
2 dinosaurs/ cars/
people etc.
Discovery
Explorify – Frozen Dessert

Look at the formation of Ice
crystals
https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=fd-hb2xzvZI
https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=jiuaxPETk_k

Arctic life
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=DXxzjmCF
wTI

Antarctica
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=BKSycy-MeMQ
Antarctic wildlife
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=zxVR-jP63GI

Birds in the winter
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=6CaNv
HeWLVw

Chinese New Year
12th Feb

Valentine’s Day
(14th Feb)
Pancake Day
(16th Feb)

https://explorify.wellcome.ac.uk
/en/activities/zoom-in-zoomout/frozen-desert
Where does snow come from?
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=bp4nNqZN7w8
Let’s go Winter...
Weekly Welly Wednesday
Winter song: Rules & song
Introduce the season: Winter.
Look outside for signs of
winter.

SciSchow kids
https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=-M48RfaWcWA
Winter Wax!
Weekly Welly Wednesday:
Rules & song
Winter story
Wax resistant frosty pictures
of snowflakes- Winter display
Chip away at items frozen in
blocks of ice.

Frosty Adventures
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Show images of Jack
Frost. Explain who he
is.
Outside move like Jack
frost- spikes, zig zags.
How do we dress in
Winter?- dress up area.
Take photos for Winter
display.
Make paint, glue &
salt/glitter backgrounds.

Freeze & decorate
Weekly Welly Wednesday:
Rules & song
Watch Four seasons (23mins):
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=VYpGBtR8Lbs
Look at ice using
microscope.
Ice painting.

How can we care
for birds in
Winter? Nests
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Read story: The Best
Nest by P D Eastman
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=D40oPf
8hlAA
Move like a birdswoop, peck, jump,
flap
Look outside for
birds with pretend
binoculars (bird cards
to collect on hunt)
Collect twigs outside.
Make life sized bird
nest-twigs, big box
hole punched, pillows,
string, materials

Sing: Snowflakes, snowflakes
dance around.
Make collaged icicles using
blues, cellophane, silvers (foil)
& white materials-winter
display

Art and Crafts
(continuous
provision)
Empty frames,
loose parts,
mirrors, buttons,
real items, natural
mats, small
mosaic tiles

Wheel painting
Shaving foam car tracks

Paper aeroplanes

Mud painting

Shape trains

Model planes using lolly
sticks and tubes

Make a digger out of
junk

Pattern train carriages
with printed wheels

Boats made of foil
or junk for floating
or sinking

How can we care
for birds in Winter?
Food
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
What do birds eat?
Where do they get
these worms from?
Why could this be
hard during Winter?
Make bird feedershoop cereal on pipe
cleaner, lard & seeds
on string.
Plant some bulbs
ready for next term.

Junk modelled large
dragon for Chinese
New Year dance
Dragon masks

Jar lid boats
Making paper tunnels

Footprint aeroplanes
(Father's Day cards)

Leaf or flower clay
impressions

Bubble painting

Lolly pop sticks
rafts

Pompom printing
hearts

Clear wall / white
fabric for shadow
puppets, set the
mood with
lighting

Gross Physical
(Continuous
Provision)
Slide, cars, bikes,
building blocks,
tyres, loose parts,
child brushes for
sweeping

Speeding markers- pens
attached to cars for mark
making

Yellow submarine
using half a paper
plate

Celery heart
printing
Love bird puppets

Making own junk modelled
garages with tunnels
(tubes)- small cars to
investigate with

Brushes and rakessweeping
Obstacle course with
symbols inside up a
corridor- start with a
hopscotch, bear crawl using
bear prints, bug squash
(pictures of bugs), side steps
with foot prints, jump up t
the balloons, down low and
do a crab walk, tip toe
counting 1-10 on number
tiles, monster hop (change
direction of hop according
to how the monster is
turned), shape recognition
jump, five spins on spinning
spot.

Bike riding
Chalk shapes on ground in
a grid- children have to
jump to a matching shapes
on the grid- square to
square, triangle to
triangle...

Jumping with knees
bent, arms
Down on the farm
gross motor gamegallop like a horse,
waddle like a duck, roll
like a pig in mud, flap
like a chick, trot like a
goat, slither like a snake

Ball skills
Superhero ‘super leap’
challenges eg left hop x
15, big jumps x 20, right
foot hops x 10, tiny leaps
x 30, lunges x 10, squats
x 15- superhero station
with challenge sign...
dressing up clothes

Hopping, balance
control

Dragon dancing for
Chinese New Yearspacial awareness

Bean bag balancing
game- basket of
beanbags and 3
buckets of different
sizes, can the
children transfer
the beanbags
balancing them on
their foot?

Dancing and
weaving in and outdragon dancing.
Bright scarves and
ribbons- twirling
and whirling.

Blue material with a
plank across it, fish
on the materialchildren have to
balance across the
plank

Discussion (circle
times)

How to care for each
other?

Weekly Show and
Tell/ Jigsaw

Baking

Computing

Ladybird biscuits (counting
dots)

(CS) Online Safety StoryWebster's Friend

Remind them of Smartie the
Penguin (toy & his message)
(CS) Programming
Give commands/ instructions:
Explore Bee-bots.
Forwards, go, clear, backwards.

Role play: opportunities to
follow simple verbal/
pictorial instructions e.g,
make a sandwich, play a
game.
IWB use of games on Purple
Mash
(Knows how to operate simple
equipment eg turns on CD player and
uses remote control T UW 30-50)

How to care for
ourselves? Brushing your
teeth (show large teeth
from Science cupboard),
brushing hair, washing
face- use of a teddy so the
children can help him to
take care of himself
Bread making (weighing)

Being healthy- tasting
different fruits
together

Our life cycle- how we
change- baby to visit

Numicon biscuits
(counting)

Sandwiches (halves)

(CS) Programming
Give commands/ instructions:
Bee-bots. Forwards and
backwards on grid.

(CS) Programming
Give commands/
instructions: Bee-bots
forwards, backwards
and turn on plain paper.
Use felt tip pen
attached to Bee-bot to
create art!

(CS) Programming
Give commands/
instructions: Debug
Beebots. Forwards,
backwards and turn.

Being kind and
taking care of
others- kindness
cards and post to
local care home/ or
home to say thank
you to mums and
dads
Salad (chopping in
half- tomatoes,
peppers, lettuce,
cucumber)

Having respect for
each other- kindness
cards and post to
local care home/ or
home to say thank
you to mums and
dads

(CS) Programming
Give commands/
instructions: Beebots. Follow simple
pcture instruction
cards. Two children
try at same time=
synchronised dancers!

(CS) Programming
Give commands/
instructions: Bee-bots.

Chinese Food
Tasting
Pancake Making

Play Bee-bot snakes
and ladders game.

Music and
Movement

Music
(continuous
provision)
Provide
opportunities for
self expression.
Cassette players,
record players,
enclosed music area
with various
instruments from
different cultures.
Upcycled music wall
outside with stage
and instruments.

Continue with song/ rhyme
basket

Aeroplanes, aeroplanes all
in a row

Continue with song/
rhyme basket

Musical Instrumentsinvestigate wooden
instruments and the sounds
they make- repeat a beat,
make up own music as a
class

Continue with song/
rhyme basket

Musical
Instrumentsinvestigate drumming
instruments and the
sounds they makerepeat a beat, make
up own music as a
class

Twinkle, twinkle, rusty car

Musical Instrumentsinvestigate percussion
instruments and the
sounds they make- repeat
a beat, make up own
music as a class

Boogie Beebies ‘Dig
It’ song

I’m a little aeroplane

Puffer train

Continue with
song/ rhyme basket

Making train noises
Continue with song/
rhyme basket
Musical Instrumentsinvestigate chiming/ bells/
triangles instruments and
the sounds they makerepeat a beat, make up
own music as a class.

Musical
Instrumentsinvestigate
instrumentssounds to reflect
the weather

Continue with song/
rhyme basket
Drumming for the
Dragon dancewhole school to
come and watch?
Musical
instruments to be
used whilst dancing

Sea shanties

Wheels on the bus

Create a musical cable reel
– see LF pinterest

Term 4
Where
could your
book take
you?
(Fairy
Tales)

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Displays needed: (continued displays from last term
Transfer the area into a Fairy Tale World
Fairytale cottage
*Assess ‘they manage their own basic hygiene and personal needs successfully, including dressing and going to the toilet independently’ ELG PD)

Week 6

Settling in activities in zones/ small world/ home role play/loose parts (curiosity)- set up areas of interest that the children have (from home
visits)/ follow next steps throughout the week/ in the moment planning
Introductions

Hook Topic
(alongside
interest
points and in
the moment
planning)
Focus Text
(alongside
interest
points and in
the moment
planning)

Phonics

Introduce weekly
provision
Introduce new big
question

Beans

Introduce weekly
provision

Introduce weekly
provision

Introduce weekly
provision

Introduce weekly
provision

Introduce weekly
provision

Porridge

Catch me if you
can!

St Patricks Day
(17th March)
Chicks Arrive

Chicks

Peas

Jack and the
Beanstalk

The Magic Porridge
Pot

The Three Little Pigs

Chicken Licken

The Princess and the
pea

Jim and the Beanstalk

The Gingerbread Man

Jasper’s Beanstalk

Goldilocks and the
three bears
www.youtube.com
Makaton - Goldilocks
and the Three Bears

The Chicken and the
egg (Allan
Plenderleith)

Read Write Inc
Nursery
Introduce the letters
m, a, s, d
Look at the picture and
the rhyme. Find objects
that begin with these
letters.
Play Silly soup, Tony the
Train, Bertie the bus

Read Write Inc
Nursery
Introduce the letters
t, i ,n, p
Look at the picture and
the rhyme. Find objects
that begin with these
letters.
Play Toy talk
Clapping sounds, I spy

Read Write Inc
Nursery

Read Write Inc
Nursery

Read Write Inc
Nursery
Review letters

Rhyming story
Don’t put your finger in
the jelly, Nelly!

Introduce the letters
g, o, c, k
Look at the picture and
the rhyme. Find objects
that begin with these
letters.
Play Cross the river,
Which one?
Say the sounds

Introduce the letters
u, b, f, e,
Look at the picture and
the rhyme. Find objects
that begin with these
letters.
Play Toy talk, I spy,
Bertie the bus

Rhyming story
Hairy Maclary
Lynley Dodds

Read Write Inc
Nursery Introduce
the letters
Review letters
Look at the picture and
the rhyme. Practice
writing them in the air,
on the floor on your
partners back. Find
objects that begin with
these letters.
Play silly soup, Tony the
train, Toy talk, Clapping
sounds

Bean stalk to top
of ceiling as hook,
big leaves, cloud

Rhyming story

Rhyming story
Giraffes can’t dance

Supertato

Introduce the letters
Look at the picture and
the rhyme Practice
writing them in the air,
on the floor on your
partners back. Find
objects that begin with
these letters.
Play Rhyming silly soup,

Nick Sharratt
Rhyming story
Pass the jam Jim
Kaye Umansky

Dough Gym/
Funky Fingers
Continuous
Funky Fingers
Picking up pom
oms with
tweezers
Linking paper
clips
Pegs on peg
boards
Geo boards
Threading with
beads and pasta
Hole punching
and threading

Dough Gym
Make your own play
dough spring flower

Dough Gym
Creating natural
paintbrushes using a
chunky sticks and
different types of leaves/
shrubbery.
Experimenting with
pattern and texture
when painting

Dough Gym
Making mud paint- adding
and mixing (practising
holding different sizes of
paintbrush and mark
making with them)

My cat likes to hide in
boxes
Eve Sutton

Giles Andreae

Sound Bingo, Rhyming
strings
Rhyming story
Where’s my Teddy?
Jez Alborough

Dough Gym
Fine motor simple
addition- pipe cleaners
folded with two ends/
loop at bottom, adding
two groups of beads on
to add total (part, part
whole- see VM pin 2020
2021 planning)

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Bottle tops in bowls of
water. Children to try
and get them out with
chop sticks

Transferring water beads
in to different sized
containers using fingers/
tweezers
Jelly cutting challengehow small can you cut
your cube of jelly?

Communication
and Language
(modelling)
(planned
puppets, role
play, small
world,
playdough,
water, sand
focuses to
enhance
provision)
Play dough
Area
(continuous)
Accessible loose
parts at all
times, cutters,
rollers, card
mirrors to
work on
Small World
Area
(continuous)
Invitations for
learning. Typical
small world
activities along
with loose parts
stored in
baskets
accessible at all
times (slices of
wood, CDs,
large pebbles,
sticks,
cardboard
tubes, available
fabric, artificial
grass, shiny bits)

Small World: Fairytale
wood scene- add beans,
leaves, cow, castle,
cotton wool
Puppets: laminated Jack
and characters from
Role Play: Jack’s house,
beans, giant’s castlegolden eggs, harp, extra
big items- chair, table,
cup, boots, clothes
Play dough- mint, green
with mint scent, mint
leaves- add beans, leaves,
sticks, green pipe
cleaners, golden coins
Sand/water/tuff: Dried
beans, sorting with tongs
into numbered, cloud
decorated containers/
compost flower pots,
beans to plants
Weekly Tales Toolkitearly sessions in day so
objects from bags can be
left out for retelling

Small world: Fairytale
woodland scene, wooden
loose parts
Puppets: laminated
three bears/ goldilocks
Role Play: Fairy tale
cottage- teddy bears
picnic, emphasis on size
Playdough: Sensory
playdough with oats,
different sized round
cutters, woodland theme
small parts
Sand/water/ tuff:
Porridge oats, gloop
(oobleck) with oats,
spoons to scoop into
large, medium and small
bowls

Small world: add sticks,
pigs, wooden straws,
blocks, wolf, wind up
fans
Role Play: bakery shopbaking trays, rolling ins,
cutters, oven, oven mitts,
apron/ cooker, till, paper
bags, cardboard ginger
bread men and bakery
items to sell
Playdough: gingerbread
scented playdough,
gingerbread man cutters,
loose parts to create
gingerbread menbuttons, sticks etc, plain
playdough to create the
houses- sticks, small
stones, straw
Sand/ water/ tuff:
straw- small pigs and
tweezers (find the pigs),
flour- containers, spoons,
shaker with mixed spice

Small World: farm, add
feathers, chicken food
grains, straw, chickensdivide tuff tray into
sections
Puppets: Rosie walk
characters and props
Role Play:
deconstructed play- large
loose parts for children
to create their own
tractor, crates, stuffed
animals, straw, pond,
wellies, wheelbarrow
Playdough- green, gold
loose parts
Sand/water/tuff: find
gold coins hidden in
green shredded paper,
pots with different
numbers on- place
correct number of coins
found into container
using tweezers. Rainbow
colour mixing in large
tuff tray/ water tray

Small world: Dinosaur
land- rocks, sticks,
branches, leaves, mud,
plants like ferns
Role Play: Vets, first aid
kit, stuffed animals,
bandages, stethoscope, x
ray, pet carrier, books
about vets, clipboards
Play dough: yellow
playdough, oose partsfeathers, buttons, small
twigs to make chicks
Sand/water/tuff: mini
chicks hidden in straw to
place in nests with
tweezers.

Small World: add beds,
lots of different
coloured, textured
squares of fabric/
superhero characters
Role Play: Royal castle,
café, restaurant
Playdough brown
playdough with loose
parts, capes to create
supertatos
Sand/water/tuff:
Frozen peas in waterscoops, sieves and
containers

Puppet/ Story
telling Tales
Toolkit Arearange of hand
puppets and
characters for
story telling/
mini me
teachers and
children on
bricks/ fabrics/
tuff tray with
foam for story
telling through
mark making
(tales toolkit
symbols)
Role Play
Area
(continuous)
Enclosed, fairy
lights, real life
items (wood,
stainless steel,
ceramic), empty
food containers,
real life dressing
up items,
mirrors

Messaging
Centre/ Mark
Making

Note paper, notepads, post
it notes, envelopes, cards of
different sizes, postcards,
different writing utensils,
writing rucksacks so they
can travel with their mark

Retelling the story in
a tuff tray of foam
using the tales

Retelling the story in a
tuff tray of foam using
the tales toolkit signs/
other stories too

Cards to say thank you
for the chicks
Making signs to keep the
chickens safe- Be careful,

Mark making names for
their own supertato!

Low level
writing area
with cushions
Pigeonholes
with children’s
photos on so
they can send
each other
messages

making., clipboards of
different sizes, whiteboards,
whiteboard pens, large rolls
of paper, wallpaper, plain
stickers of different sizes,
labels, card from boxesdifferent sizes, Sellotape,
scissors, range of writing
equipment- pens, pencils,
chunky crayons, sticks (mud
writing)
Model to children- Tales
Toolkit story strips- mark
making on

toolkit signs/ other
stories too
Sorry cards/ notes
from Goldilocks to
the bears- post box
outside the home
corner cottage

Warning signs for the
wolf/ wanted posters

don’t touch, shhh they
are sleeping

Construction paper for
planning and designing
the pigs house

Wiritng names on egg
shapes to put in a large
nest

Information about chicks
for interactive child led
display
Writing names for any
chick art work

Mud Marking
Writing letter to the
princess / evil pea

Recipe mark making

Mark making in a tray of
baked beans
Bean diary
What will your magic beans
grow into?

Large boxes used a
houses - marking with
labels. & details

Number/ SSM
Introduce
Ten Town- a
number each
week- once to

Song of the week:
Alice the camel

Song of the week:
1 elephant came out to
play

Song of the week:
Here is a beehive

Song of the week:
10 galloping horses

Song of the week:
1,2, Buckle my shoe

Song of the week:
1 potato, 2 potato.....

Ten Town
Number 2

Ten Town
Number 3

Ten Town
Number 4

Ten Town
Number 5

Ten Town
Number 6

Ten Town, Number 1
Number

10, go back to
1
Day 1Number
Day 2 Dice
pattern day
Day 3 Ten
Town
Day 4
Shape/Patter
n
Day 5
Measures

Number 1 week
Hunt for 1 of something
Counting golden eggs
into a ten frame
Dice pattern day
And one more game
Six toys in a hoop
A teddy
Seven squares of felt
A large dice
Children to take turns to
throw the dice and place
the number of toys on
each felt square. Count
how many, then they add
the teddy to the toys.
How many are there
now?
Shows an interest in
number problems 30-50
Shape and pattern
Build a shape castle using
junk or shaped paper
Measure
Measure Giants
footsteps, measure our
feet

Number
Number 2 week
Looking at pairs
Finger patterns 1-10
Teach children to ‘grow’
numbers from 6-10
Beginning to represent
numbers using fingers,
marks on paper or pictures
30-50
Dice pattern day
Bus game
Shape and pattern
Build a pizza shape
activity
(Pinterest)
Measure
Compare the sizes of the
three bears.
Orders two or three items
by length or height 40-60
Add to our height chart

Number
Number 3 week
Number hunt three of
something into an egg
box.
www.topmarks.co.uk
Gingerbread man
counting game
Dice pattern day
Dice bingo
Shape and pattern
Three little pigs'
patterns, using
characters and houses
from the story
Measure
Capacity: Bottles in the
water, Coloured rice
with spoons scoops and
different sized pots.
Measure out ingredients
to make playdough. Old
scales in the sand or mud
kitchen for pretend
cooking
Orders two items by weight
or capacity 40-60

Number 4 week
Look at dice pattern,
Numicon and finger
patterns
Number
Missing bears
5 small teddy bears
A small hoop
1 tea towel
Put the bears inside the
hoop. Cover 2 of the
bears and ask the
children to work out
how many bears are
missing. Demonstrate
how to count on using
fingers. Continue using
different number of
missing bears.
Separates a group of three
or four objects in different
ways, beginning to
recognise the total is still
the same 30-50
Number 4 week
Different ways to show
four using bricks
Numicon, dice pattern
or marks on paper
Hook a numbered
duck/Shoot a number,
water guns and chalked
numbers using tally
sheets
Shows an interest in
representing numbers 3050
Dice pattern day
Roll a beetle game

Number 5 week
Finger patterns, number
songs, Bunny ears
Number
Maths story map
Make up a story using
props e.g. Going on a
picnic how many things
will we need, what did
we see on the way? How
many Easter eggs did we
find?
Shows curiosity about
numbers by offering
comments or asking
questions 30-50
Dice pattern day
Roll and cover a picture
Shape and pattern
Revisit 2D shapes. Shape
songs
Measure
Make a chart showing
favourite fruit
Orders two or three items
by length or height 40-60

Number
Number 6 week
One more than 5.
Collect 6 things in an
egg box
Dice pattern day
Hopping along game
Numbered track with 10
spaces
6 frogs numbered
1-6 Dice
2 Lilly pads- one for
start and one for finish
Roll dice and see which
frog reaches the end first
Uses some number names
accurately in play 30-50
Shape and pattern
Make a shape class book,
using photographs of
shapes in the
environment
Shows awareness or
similarities of shape sin the
environment 30-50
Measure
Measuring junk boxes
and containers using
multilink

Shape and pattern
Pom-pom pattern sticks
Measure
Look at sand timers.
Discovery

Find out about worms
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=lzc_1vjLnI

Life cycle of a frog
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=GgCL3JenM
Cs

Worm facts
https://www.twinkl.co.
uk/resource/t-t-27817all-about-earthwormsfact-cards

Life cycle of a frog song
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=mhrlPr6Yk7
Q

Let’s get tweety!
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song

Watch life cycle of a
Robin:
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=8LzjiuEid
LE
Listen to Robin noises
Look at pictures of
robins.
Make your own 2D
bird/ Robin out of
sticky shapes. (Spring
display)

Life cycle of a frog hat
https://www.twinkl.co.
uk/resource/t-t-5230frog-life-cyclepowerpoint

Let’s get jumpy!
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Sing:
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=wGIc7KitJCA
OR
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=v9lNNsdMtqI
Make your own
frogspawn- jelly, seeds
Make a frog mask.

Life cycle of a butterfly
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=V5RSpMQQ
Opw
Life cycle of a butterfly
song
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=PLUtJmIN0w
w
or
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=pysC9wBJZ9
s
Could read The very
hungry caterpillar to
discuss life cycle

Life cycle of butterfly
hat
Birdie Watch!
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Go outside with pretend
binoculars on a bird
hunt-stay as still & quiet
as you can! (Put bird
cards outside to find.)
Listen to birds singinguse video clip if you
don’t hear any.

St Patricks Day
(17th March)
celebrate day - hat
making, traditions to
be celebrated
Beautiful Birdies!
Weekly Welly
Wednesday: Rules &
song
Read ‘Peely Wally’ by
Kali Stileman.
Look at some real eggs.
Feel how delicate they
are. Heavy, light?
Colours?
Decorate cardboard eggs
with paint, collageSpring display.

Easter- discover, explore
and celebrate using
Easter Story

Flower Power!
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Take apart flower to
show them. E.g. stem=
like a straw sucking up
water, petals soft& count
them, leaves, bulb.
Walk outside to see any
spring flowers(Put flower
cards outside for them
to find.)
Explore daffodils by
taking them apart.
Daffodil collage for
Mother’s Day cards,
extras on Spring display.

Easter- discover, explore
and celebrate using
Easter Story

Flower Power!
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Listen to the tulip song:
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=9sms8rCQV
ZA
Same as last week but
create paper tulips.

Make a bird out of
playdough

Art and Crafts
(continuous
provision)
Empty frames,
loose parts,
mirrors,
buttons, real
items, natural
mats, small
mosaic tiles
Clear wall /
white fabric
for shadow
puppets, set
the mood
with lighting

Make giant feet
drawing around big
shoes
Cutting around spirals
using paper plates
Carboard tube
beanstalks and a Jack
you can pull up on a
string
Making castles
Cork and button
castles
Make own shakers
using beans
String painting to
make leaves/ veins on
leaves
Making own giant
glasses/ binoculars

Half plate cloud with
rainbow strips hanging
down

Hand print chick
puppets with zig zag
legs

Potato prints

Paper plate or
cardboard tube chicks

Painting chicks using a
fork

String painting

Hand print chickens

Fingerprint chicks

Painting a bear's face
using paint and a fork

Collage Gingerbread
men- mini or draw
round child to make a
large one!

Making beds for the
bears

Make a giant
Gingerbread man

Turkey puppets using
handprints for feathers

Bear masks

Finger puppet man

Clucking chicken using
a plastic cup, nylon
string and a piece of
wet sponge

Paper plate bear
collage
Making the characters
out of cardboard
tubes
Goldilocks hair band

Pigs houses- making
with collage paper
bricks, straw and
sticks
Blow painting

Printing with small
bricks, hay and lollipop
sticks

Chicken using half a
paper plate

Making crowns

Decorate potatoes
Make superhero
people using a photo
of child’s face
Decorate a cape
Make a princess
crown
Design a comfy bed
for the princess using
junk modelling
Princess and the pea
bed

Gross Physical
(Continuous
Provision)
Slide, cars,
bikes, building
blocks, tyres,
loose parts,
child brushes
for sweeping

Discussion
(circle times)
Weekly Show
and Tell/
Jigsaw

Baking

Team Games- stuck in
the mud
Put markers on the
nursery grass, children
to weave in and out of
markers, can they
dribble a ball in and
out of markers?

Team games- football
Partner work- pass
the ball to each other
sitting down, then
kneeling, then standing
up

Partner work- pass
the ball to each other
sitting down, then
kneeling, then standing
up

Bat and ball gameshow far can we hit the
ball- (field) Measuring
distance with counted
footprints

Team games- pass the
ball under and over

Courage- what is
courage? What/who
helps us to have
courage?
Blind fold activitytasting or trusting a
friend in a balancing
team work game

Stranger danger
(karate link- Sensei
David- EH to organise)

What to do when you
feel nervous/ worriedfeelings puppets

Currant fairy cakes

Making potato cakes/
crispy potato snacks

Throwing and catching
with large balls

Kicking the ball to a
friend. Passing the ball
between two friends.
Passing the ball
between three friends

Ball games- lots of
different sized and
shapes balls in the
garden with bucketscan they shoot and
score/ mini football
goal

Passing with one
bounce

Sharing – find a friend
and share an activity
challenge (look after a
pom pom critter for
the day- remember to
feed it, care for it, talk
to it...)

Going for goalscompare to the pigs
trying to build lives for
themselves

Honesty- doing the
right thing
Think of different ways
to tell the truth- why
is this a good choice?

Biscuit making

Porridge

Bread roll making

Fruit kebabs

Computing

(CS) Online Safety StoryWebster's Friend
Theme- don’t give out
personal information.
Key skills: Know main
peripherals of a
computer

(IT) Input commands

I can move objects on a
screen.
PM Click & drag games
https://www.purplemash.
com/#tab/pmhome/tools/2diynew

Label computer parts
(IT) Input commands
I can tell you about
different kinds of
information such as
pictures, video, text and
sound.
PM: 2Create a story.’
Look at pictures and
PLAY text

(IT) Input commands

I can move objects on a
screen.

(IT) Input commands

I can create shapes on a
screen. Use PM: ‘2Paint.’

(IT) Input commands

I can create shapes on a
screen. Use PM: ‘2Paint.’

PM Click & drag games

Walkie talkies &
microphones

Walkie talkies &
microphones

Treasure Hunt: Follow
instructions using
talking tins

(IT) Input commands
I can use technology to
show my learning.
Use PM: ‘2
Paint.’

Treasure Hunt: Follow
instructions using
talking tins

Play sound lotto using
recorded sounds

Play sound lotto using
recorded sounds

Music and
Movement
Music
(continuous
provision)
Provide
opportunities
for self
expression.
Cassette
players, record
players,
enclosed music

Continue with song/
rhyme basket

Continue with song/
rhyme basket

Continue with song/
rhyme basket

Continue with song/
rhyme basket

Continue with song/
rhyme basket

Continue with song/
rhyme basket

Music Making- drum
making/ look at actual
drums/ drumming
workshop- use in
music and movement
session

Music Making- drum
making/ look at
drums- use in music
and movement session

Music Makingshaker making/ look at
actual shaker- use in
music and movement
session (shaker and
drums)

Music Makingshaker making/ look at
actual shaker- use in
music and movement
session (shaker and
drums)

Southwold Banduse of instruments in
songs- following a
beat/ repeat after me
Dressing up with
scarves, hats

Southwold Banduse of instruments in
songs- following a
beat/ repeat after me

Bear hunt song and
actions

Irish dancing and songs

Dressing up with
scarves and hats

area with
various
instruments
from different
cultures.
Upcycled music
wall outside
with stage and
instruments.

Jack and the beanstalk
counting songs

Term 5
Where in
the World
are we?
Journeys
and Travel

Week 1

Jumping in muddy
puddles

Week 2

Week 3

Hop, little bunny, 10
little bunnies

Week 4

Week 5

Healthy Eating songs

Week 6

Displays needed:
Map area with binoculars and large rolls of paper, wellingtons, magnifiers, maps, collection bags, small pots for collecting things
Big map of the world and the UK- places we have visited
Explorers camp with tent, pretend camp fire, pretend barbecue set up
TO DO
Arrange sponsored Zumbathon

Settling in activities in zones/ small world/ home role play/loose parts (curiosity)- set up areas of interest that the children have (from home
visits)/ follow next steps throughout the week/ in the moment planning
Introductions

Introduce weekly
provision
Introduce new big
question

Introduce weekly provision

Introduce weekly
provision

Introduce weekly
provision

Introduce weekly
provision

Introduce weekly
provision

Hook Topic
(alongside
interest
points and in
the moment
planning)

Off to explore
underground

Focus Text
(alongside
interest
points and in
the moment
planning)

Mad about
minibeasts
Minibeast Bop
Snail Trail
Superworm

Phonics

Read Write Inc
Nursery
Introduce the letters
l, h, r, j
Look at the picture and
the rhyme. Find objects
that begin with these
letters.
Practice writing them in
the air, on the floor on
your partners back
Practice writing them in
the air, on the floor, on
your partners back
Play; I spy game Sound
activity (Twink)
Stories without
words;
A ball for Daisy
Chris Raschka

Off to explore the jungle

Off to explore the farm

Off to explore space

Off to explore under the
sea

Rumble in the jungle

Father Duck

Whatever Next

Hooray for fish

In the Jungle (Axel
Scheffler)

Farmyard
Hullabaloo

Toys in space

Tiddler

Zam zam zoom

The big book of blue

Monkey Puzzle

Play; Silly soup, Tony the
Train, Bertie the bus
Stories without words;
Chicken and cat clean
up
Sara Varon

Lost and Found

South
Daniel Duncun

Giraffes can’t dance
Read Write Inc Nursery
Introduce the letters
v, y, w, z, x
Look at the picture and the
rhyme. Find objects that
begin with these letters.
Practice writing them in the
air, on the floor on your
partners back Practice
writing them in the air, on
the floor, on your partners
back

Off to explore the
Antartic

Read Write Inc
Nursery
Review the letters
Introduce Fred
games
Look at the picture and
the rhyme. Find objects
that begin with these
letters.
Practice writing them in
the air, on the floor on
your partners back
Practice writing them in
the air, on the floor, on
your partners back
Play; cross the river,
Metal MIke,
www.lettersandsoundsc
o.uk/phase2 Initial
.sound match games
Stories without
words;
Flotsam
David Wiesner

Read Write Inc
Nursery
Review the letter
m, a, s, t,
Look at the picture and
the rhyme. Find objects
that begin with these
letters.
Practice writing them in
the air, on the floor on
your partners back
Practice writing them in
the air, on the floor, on
your partners back
Play; Animal Fred, Silly
soup, Fred I spy
Stories without words;
Hocus Pocus
Sylvie Desrosiers

Read Write Inc
Nursery
Review the letters
i, n, p, g
Look at the picture and
the rhyme. Find objects
that begin with these
letters.
Practice writing them in
the air, on the floor on
your partners back
Practice writing them in
the air, on the floor, on
your partners back
Play; Fred says,
I spy sound activity
(Twinkl)
Pick a picture
www.lettersandsounds.co
m/phase2
Stories without words;
Where’s Walrus?
Stephen Savage

Read Write Inc
Nursery
Review the letters
o,c,k,u
Look at the picture and
the rhyme. Find objects
that begin with these
letters.
Practice writing them in
the air, on the floor on
your partners back
Practice writing them in
the air, on the floor on
your partners back
Play;
Fred food, Nursery
rhyme Fred, Metal Mike
Stories without
words;
Good night Gorilla
Peggy Rathmann

Dough Gym/
Funky Fingers
Continuous
Funky Fingers
Picking up pom
oms with
tweezers

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Making moving
caterpillars/ worms (see
pinterest VM file) Fold
mini caterpillars/ worms
and use a straw to blow
and move them- races
along tables

Weaving with three sticks
joined together- use of
different coloured woolmobile or hang from trees

Creating CD spinners
using gems and jewels
to hang from trees in
garden

Threading beads onto
twigs/ pipe cleaners to
make windchimes to hang
in garden (See LF
Pinterest)

Wind streamers- children
to tie ribbons from a
chunky stick to use in the
wind or as a music and
movement prop

Kite making- cutting
collage materials to
decorate their own kite
to fly

Senses walk
Den Making outside

Senses walk

Cutting and sticking a
rocket with letters of
name on

Linking paper
clips

Tuff tray of stars- can you
use tweezers to ‘catch a
star?’

Pegs on peg
boards
Geo boards
Threading with
beads and pasta
Hole punching
and threading
Communication
and Language
(modelling)
(planned
puppets, role
play, small
world,
playdough,
water, sand
focuses to

Senses walk
Den Making outside
Bug Hunting
Role Play: camp site
outside- rucksacks,
water bottles, plastic
cutlery, crockery,
sleeping bags, pop up
tents and pretend camp
fires

Senses walk
Den Making outside
Bug Hunting
Role play: Jungle villagefire, logs, wooden bowls,
plants
Playdough: green
playdough, sticks, leaves,
bark/wooden prints, leaf
prints

Senses walk
Den Making outsideexplorers shelter
Bug Hunting
Small World: Add
farm animals, fake grass,
farmers, back drop of
farm yard

Small World: Space
back drop, tinfoil, silver
objects, metal objects,
small planets, space
rockets
Role Play: Space station/
rocket/ moon landing.
Use black fabric, lights for
stars, space capsule
created with children
using boxes, planets

Small World: blue
fabrics, yellow fabric,
sand, shells, rocks
Puppets: sea animals,
scuba divers, submarine
(made by children)

Small World:
Antarctic scene- add
white, shiny, frosty
fabrics, artic explorer,
artic animals
Puppets- artic animalspenguins etc

enhance
provision)
Play dough
Area
(continuous)
Accessible
loose parts at
all times,
cutters, rollers,
card mirrors to
work on
Small World
Area
(continuous)
Invitations for
learning. Typical
small world
activities along
with loose parts
stored in
baskets
accessible at all
times (slices of
wood, CDs,
large pebbles,
sticks,
cardboard
tubes, available
fabric, artificial
grass, shiny bits)
Puppet/ Story
telling Tales
Toolkit Arearange of hand
puppets and
characters for
story telling/
mini me
teachers and

Small world: Large
branch, small twigs and
sticks with bugs
Play dough: Loose
parts to create snails
and spiders etc
Obstacle trailsboxes, tunnels, plankspositional language signs
for the children to read
and follow
Sand/ water/ tuff:
Mini beast hunt, hidden
amongst leaves, twigs,
small branches,
tweezers, magnifying
glasses
Swamp sensory tubs
outside with water,
pebbles, stone,
greenery- mini scoopsindividual washing up
bowls

Sand/water/tuff: Amazon
river animals, crocodiles,
rocks

Small World:
Characters in
traditional dress,
natural resources

Role play: Farm shopreal vegetables and
signs.
Play dough: Brown
playdough for mud,
tractor wheel printing
Sand/water/tuff:
sensory farm set upanimals, Weetabix hay
bales, grains/lentils/bran
flakes for field/ Real
vegetables to explorechop/ clean /scrub with
washing brushes/
unspun wool to explore

Play dough: Grey moon
playdough, add small
stones, different textures
DIY space set with
planets, mini rocket and
playdough and glow in
dark stars
Glaxacy Playdough (see
LF pin)
Sand/water/tuff: Cover
in foil, make moon
buggies/stars/ magnetsmixture of magnetic and
non magnetic items to
sort/ moon buggy
beebots
Dark Dens- light up
objects- shadows/ lights
and darks

Role play: Beach- fabric
to represent sand and
sea, deck chairs, towels,
sunglasses, goggles, beach
balls, bucket and spades,
sun hats, palm trees

Role Play: Antarctic
Expedition- small tent,
base camp, white and
blue fabric, flag, back
packs, binoculars, blue
and white fairy lights

Play Dough: blue play
dough, add loose partsblue beads, shells,

Play dough: white
playdough, snowflakes,
sequins, cutters, buttons

Sand/water/tuff: rock
pool- various sized
pebbles, sand with hidden
sea animals to discover

Sand/water/tuff: blue
water, penguins,
icebergs, whales
Antarctic washing up
bowl with ice and
penguins etc, shaving
foam for snow

children on
bricks/ fabrics/
tuff tray with
foam for story
telling through
mark making
(tales toolkit
symbols)
Weekly Tales
Toolkit- early
sessions in day
so objects from
bags can be left
out for retelling
Role Play
Area
(continuous)
Enclosed, fairy
lights, real life
items (wood,
stainless steel,
ceramic), empty
food containers,
real life dressing
up items,
mirrors

Messaging
Centre/ Mark
Making
Low level
writing area
with cushions

Note paper, notepads,
post it notes, envelopes,
cards of different sizes,
postcards, different writing
utensils, writing rucksacks
so they can travel with
their mark making.,
clipboards of different
sizes, whiteboards,
whiteboard pens, large
rolls of paper, wallpaper,

Model- Tales Toolkit plain
story books- creating
stories about the jungle

Model- Tales Toolkit
plain story bookscreating stories about
the farm

Model- Tales Toolkit
plain story bookscreating stories/ fact
books about the space

Model- Tales Toolkit
plain story bookscreating stories about the
under the sea

Small world set out on
paper so children can
add labels for animals
etc

Sparkly foam on tuff tray

Water painting

Model- Tales Toolkit
plain story bookscreating stories about
the Antarctic

Pigeonholes
with children’s
photos on so
they can send
each other
messages

plain stickers of different
sizes, labels, card from
boxes- different sizes,
Sellotape, scissors, range
of writing equipmentpens, pencils, chunky
crayons, sticks (mud
writing)

Ice chalks

Wax crayon mark making
to create wax resist
pictures

Mud mark making

Model to children- Tales
Toolkit story strips- mark
making on

Felt tip pens to write on
foil

https://www.pinteres
t.co.uk/pin/45528584
3580875685/

Mark making IN mud

Use green paint to do
jungle writing

Blue sand tray with shell
etc
Labelling planets

Mark making WITH
mud

Number/ SSM
Introduce
Numberblock
s
Day 1Number
Day 2 Dice
pattern day

Rocket words

Song of the week:
Peter hammers with
one hammer

Song of the week:
Ten green bottles

Song of the week:
1 finger 1 thumb keep
moving

Song of the week:
Build a house with five
bricks

Song of the week:
Two little dicky birds
sitting on a wall

Numberblocks

Numberblocks

Numberblocks

Numberblocks

Numberblocks

Number
Teach children to make
the Numicon shapes 610 and fill the holes.
Use in continuous

Number
Order Numicon shapes 110 and fill the holes

Number
Introduce ten
frames
Look at 2 five frames
together. Put a large

Number
Games with ten frames.
Teddy bear bus game
Match the numbercounters and cards

Number
Guess what's missing
game. A version of Kim’s
game- have five objects
on a tray then takeaway

Song of the week:
Five little froggies sitting
by a well one looked up
and down he fell
Numberblocks

Dice pattern day

Number
Play a sorting number
matching game called
Boxing up. Have 4 small

Day 3
Number
blocks
Day 4
Shape/Patter
n
Day 5
Measures

provision to draw
around the shapes
Knows that numbers
identify how many objects
are in a set 30-50
Dice pattern day
Dinosaur takeaway
game
10 dinosaurs
A dice
1-10 number line
Children to throw the
dice and takeaway that
number of dinosaurs
from the number line,
continue playing until
there are no dinosaurs
left. How many
dinosaurs are left each
time?
Shows an interest in
number problems 30-60
Shape and pattern
Printing a vegetable
pattern
Uses familiar objects and
common shapes to create
and recreate patterns and
build models 30-50
Measures
Make sand mousse.
Dry sand
Washing up liquid
water
Use small containers
and spoons. Talk about
how many spoons to fill
a container
Orders two items by
weight or capacity 40-60

The three throws game
Have a large dice labelled
with the dice patterns 1, 2,
3, Have a collection of small
world characters in a
basket.
Children to take turns and
collect that number of
objects from the basket.
Use the words add,
altogether and total.
Sometimes matches numeral
and quantity correctly 30-50
Shape and pattern
Make bunting using material
or coloured paper. Have a
repeating pattern and
display low enough for the
children to explore
themselves Uses familiar
objects and common shapes
to create and recreate
patterns and build models 3050
Measures
Teeny Tiny cakes
Recipe found in
Foundations of Mathematics
book
Use capacity for measuring
ingredients instead of
weighing them
Orders two items by weight or
capacity 40-60

marked out ten frame
onto floor ask children
to put objects into the
frame- Use language- I
have .... counters and.....
spaces
Compares two groups of
objects, saying when they
have the same number
30-50
Dice pattern day
Egg box game. Play in
a group of two. Take
each take a turn to roll
the dice and put
corresponding number
of objects into their egg
box. Then count how
many they have
altogether, then put the
eggs back and start
again
Compares two groups of
objects, saying when they
have the same 30-50.
Shape and pattern
Giant weaving outside
Uses positional language
30-50
Measures
Outdoor trails
Make a trail leading to
something exciting
that’s hidden. Use sticks
or make chalk arrows.
Encourage the children
to make their own
trails
Uses positional language
30-50

(Pinterest)
Sometimes matches
numeral and quantity
correctly 30-50
Dice pattern day
Jumping along a number
line with a large dice
Realises not only objects,
but anything can be
counted including steps,
claps or jumps 30-50
Shape and pattern
Pizza patterns- make
pizzas and make a pattern
around the outside using
different toppings,
Uses shapes appropriately
for tasks 30-50
Measures
Make a measuring
tape
Using the child’s hand
print tape 5 together.
Look for things that
measure their five hand –
span
Orders two or three items
by length or height 30-50

objects- how many are
left?
Separates a group of three
or four objects in different
ways, beginning to recognise
that the total is still the
same 30-50
Dice pattern day
Rainbow bear dice
game
Using compare bears a
cup and a dice.
Roll the dice and fill the
cup with the
corresponding number of
bears. When the cup is
full take away the
corresponding number of
bears.
Uses some number names
and number language
spontaneously 30-50
Shape and pattern
Play a game called a
missing shape
Arrange shapes on a tray
then take one away,
which one is missing?
When they know the
shapes ask them to
describe it
Beginning to talk about the
shapes of everyday objects
30-50
Measures
Using the big outdoor
scales find outdoor items
to weigh
Orders two items by weight
or capacity 40-60

boxes labelled with four
different numerals and a
collection of small
objects that correspond
with the numerals you
have chosen.
Recognises numerals 1-5
40-60
Shows an interest in
number problems 30-50
Sometimes matches
numeral and quantity
correctly 30-50
Dice pattern
Domino matching
game
Match the correct
numeral to the domino
Sometimes matches
numeral and quantity
correctly 30-50
Shape and pattern
Chalking and walking
shapes
Chalk large shapes
outside ask the children
to walk, hop, jump or
stride the shapes. Talk
about how many sides
or corners it has. They
can line up cars or small
world toys on the edges
Shows an interest in shape
and space by playing with
shapes or making
arrangements with objects
30-50
Measures
Play a game called
how fast

Explore time by
observing how long it
takes for a container to
empty of water. Have a
selection of litre water
bottles with holes pieced
in the sides. Ask
questions such as ‘which
bottle will empty first or
last, or how can we
make the water run
faster?
Measures short periods of
time in simple ways 40-60

Discovery

Sense of sight song
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=76AEABci6
1Q
I spy game
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=n4YaFjXWuY
Senses- see (walk
outdoors) photos and
captions, collection
bags- use of digital book
to record journey

Let’s fly a kite!
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song

Sense of touch song
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=8_4hv64gLto

https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=kT7T1tcJ7g
A

Sense of hearing song
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=x4s67Kc79rs

Sense of taste song
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=14-sCPetUMc

Have a feely bag – identify
objects using sense of
touch. Use language like
rough, smooth, soft, hard,
slimy, prickly etc

Sense of smell song
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=O99ecwRp
Xf0

what sound can you hear?
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=TPRLcAjMZFc
or
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=n1m4h79JZso

https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=C4rdqXXzPGU

Senses- touch (walk
outdoors) photos and
captions, collection bagsadd to digital book
Search holes to see what is
inside of them…
Bubbles, bubbles
everywhere!
Weekly Welly Wednesday:
Rules & song

Have selection of smells
for children to try to
identify
Senses- smell (walk
outdoors) photos and
captions, collection
bags- add to digital
book
Pack a rucksack with
some things in it that an
explorer might take on
a journey- map, flask,
binoculars, hat,

Senses- hear (walk
outdoors) photos and
captions, collection bagsadd to digital book
Seeds galore!
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
How do seeds grow?
What do they grow into?
Watch a seed grow:

Let’s explore herbs!
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Look at plant leaves you
can eat: mint, thyme,
rosemary and coriander.
Use all of your sensescrush, snip them so you
can taste, smell them.
Make some summer
potions to smell- herbs/
food colouring/ glitter!

5 senses song
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=lvBXWMvO
GOk
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=OEi39haJwH
k

Colour hunt!
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Sing rainbow song.
What flowers can be
seen in the summer?

Art and Crafts
(continuous
provision)
Empty frames,
loose parts,
mirrors,
buttons, real
items, natural
mats, small
mosaic tiles
Clear wall /
white fabric
for shadow
puppets, set
the mood
with lighting

Introduce the season:
Summer.
Use streamers outside
& look at direction of
the wind.
Make a simple kite-bag
or toilet roll Kite.

Move around the
playground like a bubble,
float, glide high/ low, pop!
Make bubble mixture with
the class: (20 fl oz water, 5
fl oz washing up liquid and 2
tablespoons glycerine)
Make wands out of- string,
colander, netting, sock &
bottle, pipe cleaners.
Challenges: who can blow
and who can catch the
biggest bubble? Whose
bubble lasts the longest?
Whose bubble goes the
highest? How many bubbles
can you blow and pop?
Bubble painting – what
shapes can you see in your
picture? How many bubbles
can you see? Which is the
biggest?

compass, camera etc.
Why might an explorer
need these things?

Salt dough fossils

Making rubbings of tree
bark, leaves, and bumpy
surfaces

Making binoculars
Making cameras
Exploring hats and
glasses

Bug fossils in the
playdough (imprints
in the playdough)
Toilet tube bunnies
Printing rabbits with
a potato masher
Making butterflies
using coffee filters/
tissue paper to hang
in the window

Seeds galore!
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Where do seeds come
from?
Read: The tiny seed by
Eric Carle
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=ls6wTeT2c
KA
Explore seeds in fruit.
Make seed patterns.

Elephant finger puppets
Collage using animal
prints
Making collaged green
jungle binocularslaminated pictures
around the classroom of
jungle animals for them
to spot

https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=ECibetK2EYI
Plant a seed & label.
Fruit/ veg printing.
Make seed patterns.

Making binoculars
Exploring hats and
glasses
Making cameras

Dance journey
Songs about different
places and the way
that we move

Travel brochure
sticking and cutting
Make moon dough
Cornflower
Conditioner
Food colouring
Toilet roll rockets

How many colours can
you see in our school
grounds?
Collect flowers.
Make a flower windowflowers in laminate
pouch to hang in
windows.

Sand pictures

Make ice lollies

Marbling using inks for
sea effect

Painting with coloured
ice
Colour mixing with
coloured ice cubes

Make a big aquarium
using a box /
cellophane/ hanging sea
creatures from wool
that move along
Under the sea jelly fish
from a paper bowl and
long strips of tissue
paper- cutting skills

Toilet roll penguins
with black, white and
orange collage/ paper
Cotton wool toilet
roll on the side to
make into a polar
bear

Paper chain
caterpillars

Handprint giraffe heads
with an arm neck (see LF
pin)

Stained glass planets
(tissue paper- cutting
and sticking)

Creating a lion maskpaper plate with middle
taken out and orange
and yellow strips cut and
positioned all the way
round

Making your own jet
pack out of junk
modelling
Creating your own
control panel out of
junk modelling

Cardboard tube snake
knitting (see LF pin)

Rainbow fish CD’shang in garden?

Junk modelled igloo/
cave- possibly with
milk cartons?

Celery painting
rainbow fish
Concertina fish- head
and fins and separate
tail, concertina paper
in the middle to attach
them

Split pin animals- cutting
skills
Gross Physical

Den making- spacial
awareness

(Continuous
Provision)
Slide, cars,
bikes, building
blocks, tyres,
loose parts,
child brushes
for sweeping
Discussion
(circle times)

Balancing games/races
Using benches, tyres,
planks of woods, hoops,
stepping pads

Obstacles coursesunder, over, throughusing body in
different ways
Use of benches and
mats in school hall

We’re going on a
bear hunt- senses
walk and emotionshow do we feel when
we are…

Talk about visiting a
place- what did you
like the most? How
did you get there?
What did you feel
like? What did you
take? (use of world
map)

Team games- working
together… going on an
adventure (into Space)
Use of benches and
mats in school hall

Team games- working
together… going on an
adventure under sea
like fish- twisting,
twirling, bobbing up
and down

Look at a world mapwhere would they like
to visit and why?
Use of nonfiction
books- journeys to the
North Pole, Space
(show clips to enthuse)

Hopping and skipping
with confidence
Use of benches and
mats in school hall

Weekly Show and
Tell/
Weekly Jigsaw

Baking

Computing

Salad sticks

Fruit kebabs

Car shaped biscuits

smoothies

Sandwich making for a
journey

Treat barbecueexperiencing food
cooked outside

(CS) Online Safety
Remind them of
Penguin’s message.
Read tory-Little Red
Riding Hood. Theme:
Don’t talk to strangers
online & offline. & tell.
Activities – mask of
fantasy character (act
like character talking to
someone), themselves
act as they usually do
talking to someone.
Remind them not to
give away personal info
& to tell someone if
worries

(IT) Key skills: Know how
to safely turn on and off a
device (tablets – press and
hold off button,
computers/laptops - start,
shut down

(IT) Key skills: Know
how to safely turn on
and off a device (tablets
– press and hold off
button,
computers/laptops start, shut down

(IT) Key skills: compute
inputs e.g. mouse control
– left click, control of the
mouse, keyboard – letter
recognition, enter key,

(IT) PM: draw a

(IT) PM: draw a

picture and try to type
their name.

picture and try to
type their name.

Key skills: computer inputs
e.g. mouse control – left
click, control of the mouse,
keyboard – letter
recognition, enter key,

Use PM on IWB: Use ICT
games Skywriter
https://www.ictgames.co
m/mobilePage/skyWriter
/index.html

Explore a selection of
sound buttons, light
boxes & ipads
Music and
Movement
Music
(continuous
provision)

Continue with song/
rhyme basket

Key skills: compute
inputs e.g. mouse
control – left click,
control of the mouse,
keyboard – letter
recognition, enter key,

Use PM:’2Pop’ (slow
speed) pop letters/
numbers
https://www.purplemas
h.com/#app/tools/2typ
e_2popsta

Use PM:’2Pop’ (slow
speed) pop letters/
numbers
https://www.purplem
ash.com/#app/tools/2
type_2popstage1

Continue with song/
rhyme basket

Continue with song/
rhyme basket

Continue with song/
rhyme basket

Continue with song/
rhyme basket

Continue with song/
rhyme basket

Music and Movement:
Use happy music ‘Happy’

Music and
Movement: Use sad

Music and
Movement: Use

Music and
Movement: Use pop

Music and
Movement: Bring

Provide
opportunities
for self
expression.
Cassette
players, record
players,
enclosed music
area with
various
instruments
from different
cultures.
Upcycled music
wall outside
with stage and
instruments.

Music and
Movement: Use
classical music- how
does this make the
children feel?
Encourage them to
move to the music
and explain their
feelings. Bring out
chest of scarves and
ribbons for them to
use.

Term 6
What is
the
greatest
show?
Welcome
to our
show!

Week 1

by Pharrell Williams how does this make the
children feel? Encourage
them to move to the
music and explain their
feelings. Bring out chest
of scarves and ribbons
for them to use.
Listen to jungle sounds/
Boogie Beebies- Hey
Monkey

Counting bug songs/
Ants go Marching/
Incy Wincy

Display Needed:
Singing event in Term 5

Week 2

music ‘Do you want
to build a snowman’
- how does this make
the children feel?
Encourage them to
move to the music
and explain their
feelings. Bring out
chest of scarves and
ribbons for them to
use.

adventure music
‘Mission impossible’
‘star wars’ - how does
this make the children
feel? Encourage them
to move to the music
and explain their
feelings. Bring out
chest of scarves and
ribbons for them to
use.

Farm songs and
animal songs/ Boogie
Beebies- Barnyard
Boogie and dance

Zoom, zoom, zoom
song/ solar system
songs

Week 3

Week 4

music ‘I’ve got this
feeling from Trolls’ how does this make
the children feel?
Encourage them to
move to the music and
explain their feelings.
Bring out chest of
scarves and ribbons for
them to use.

out chest of scarves
and ribbons for them
to use. Children to
create their own
movements to music
with instruments.
Happy Feet musicplay and watch clips,
tap dancing

Fish songs / 1,2,3,4,5
once I caught a fish
alive

Week 5

Week 6

Ongoing role play theatre- stage microphone, curtains, audience area, ticket office, popcorn and drinks, posters of actual show/ performance times/ lighting

Settling in activities in zones/ small world/ home role play/loose parts (curiosity)- set up areas of interest that the children have (from home
visits)/ follow next steps throughout the week/ in the moment planning
Introductions

Introduce weekly
provision
Introduce new big
question

Topic Hook
(alongside
interest
points and in
the moment
planning)

Off to the Ballet

Focus Text
(alongside
interest
points and in
the moment
planning)

Angelina Ballerina

Phonics

Read, Write, Inc
Nursery
Read Write Inc
Nursery
Introduce the
letters
sh th

Ballet Dreams
Dogs don’t do
ballet

Use blueprint
lesson plan
Nursery handbook
Ruth Miskin

Introduce weekly provision

Introduce weekly provision

Introduce weekly
provision

Introduce weekly
provision

Introduce weekly
provision

Off to the circus

Off to the cinema

Off to the
theatre/karate

Of to the dance/
singing show

Our very own
Nursery talent
show

Bellamy Brickle’s Circus
Dream

Tales Toolkit/ storytelling
Link- creating own stories

Tales Toolkit/
storytelling Linkcreating own stories

Giraffes like to
dance

Treat: watch ‘Sing’

Read, Write, Inc Nursery
Read Write Inc Nursery
Introduce the letters
ng nk

Read, Write, Inc
Nursery
Read Write Inc
Nursery
Introduce the letters
ss ff

Read, Write, Inc
Nursery
Read Write Inc
Nursery
Introduce the letters
ll

Read, Write, Inc
Nursery
Read Write Inc
Nursery
Review the letters

Use blueprint lesson
plan
Nursery handbook
Ruth Miskin

Use blueprint lesson
plan
Nursery handbook
Ruth Miskin

You see a circus

Read, Write, Inc
Nursery
Read Write Inc Nursery
Introduce the letters
ch qu
Use blueprint lesson
plan
Nursery handbook
Ruth Miskin

Use blueprint lesson plan
Nursery handbook
Ruth Miskin

Use blueprint
lesson plan
Nursery handbook
Ruth Miskin

Dough Gym/
Funky Fingers
Continuous
Funky Fingers
Picking up pom
oms with
tweezers
Linking paper
clips

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Dough Gym

Patterns on boards
with beads and
buttons to place on
pattern- eg swirl, zig
zag

Small plant pots with
plasticine and pipe cleaner
sticking out. Children to
thread beads on to create
bead plants

Zip locker bag- hair gel,
glitter, food colouring- mark
making and patterns

Cutting and sticking a
rocket with letters of
name on

Tools in individual sand
trays to create patterns
and mark make

Dot sticker artfollowing patterns/
name using small dot
stickers- can the
children create a
pattern? Can they
write and sticker dot
their own name?

Small World: Big top
back drop/ add tight ropebalance beam, horses,
trapeze hoops

Small world: based on
popular children’s film at the
time

Small world: stage area
created with cardboard
box and finger puppetsplain figures for the
audience

Chalk paint on tuff
tray- patterns and
buttons

Pegs on peg
boards
Geo boards
Threading with
beads and pasta
Hole punching
and threading

Communication
and Language
(modelling)
(planned
puppets, role
play, small
world,
playdough,
water, sand

Small World: Ballet
bar with figures and a
mirror back drop
Puppets: Diverse
ballet dancers,
genders, races,
costumes
Role Play: Ballet
studio, mirror, ballet

Puppets- characters from
the circus
Role Play: Greatest
Showman- top hat,
costumes, strongman

Role Play: cinema, ticket
making, screen, torches,
popcorn, making own large
box cinema screens
Play Dough: cinema food/
snacks

Puppets: different
characters/ mini karate
mats, dolly pegs

Small World: stage
area created with a
cardboard box- small
characters

Small World: stage
area created with a
cardboard box- small
characters

Role Play: Strictly
Come Dancingballroom, sparkly fabric,
disco ball, disco lights,
costumes, judges panel
with numbers on sticks

Role Play: Class
name’s got talentstage, judges, golden
buzzer, costumes,
lights, camera,
microphones, fabric

focuses to
enhance
provision)

pumps, bar, tutus,
fake roses, music by
stage area

Play dough
Area
(continuous)
Accessible
loose parts at
all times,
cutters, rollers,
card mirrors to
work on

Play Dough: Rose
scented, rose petals

Small World
Area
(continuous)
Invitations for
learning. Typical
small world
activities along
with loose parts
stored in
baskets
accessible at all
times (slices of
wood, CDs,
large pebbles,
sticks,
cardboard
tubes, available
fabric, artificial
grass, shiny bits)
Puppet/ Story
telling Tales
Toolkit Arearange of hand
puppets and
characters for
story telling/
mini me

Sand/water/tuff:
Paper confetti,
ribbons with hidden
letters. Lacing ballet
shoes, different
coloured ribbons

weight (stick and two
balloons), juggling balls, set
chairs in a semi circle,
ribbons on sticks
Play Dough: Read and
white playdough, sparkly
loose parts, bits of
coloured ribbon
Sand/water/tuff: Moon/
magic type sand (8 cups of
flour/ 1 cup of oil), wood
shavings

Sand/water/tuff: popcornscoops, containers

Role Play: mats, karate
outfits, directors chair,
spotlight, balance beams

to vote, clear space for
dance floor, accessible
music

Play Dough: Add letter
stamps to stamp names in
play dough, star cutters

Play Dough: Navy
playdough- different
coloured buttons,
colourful loose parts

Sand/water/tuff: colour
sorting/ items in primary
colours to be sorted in to
different containers

Sand/water/tuff:
water with disco light
below water tray to
glow lights into water,
clear pouring,
measuring containers,
biodegradable glitter
and sequins, mirrored
items

for curtains, audience
seating
Play Dough: sparkly
playdough, add
wooden letters so
children can print their
names
Sand/water/tuff:
golden confetti,
shredded coloured
paper, hidden letters,
laminated children’s
names, find letters to
match name

teachers and
children on
bricks/ fabrics/
tuff tray with
foam for story
telling through
mark making
(tales toolkit
symbols)
Role Play
Area
(continuous)
Enclosed, fairy
lights, real life
items (wood,
stainless steel,
ceramic), empty
food containers,
real life dressing
up items,
mirrors

Messaging
Centre/ Mark
Making
Low level
writing area
with cushions
Pigeonholes
with children’s
photos on so
they can send
each other
messages

Note paper, notepads,
post it notes, envelopes,
cards of different sizes,
postcards, different
writing utensils, writing
rucksacks so they can
travel with their mark
making., clipboards of
different sizes,
whiteboards, whiteboard
pens, large rolls of
paper, wallpaper, plain
stickers of different
sizes, labels, card from
boxes- different sizes,
Sellotape, scissors, range
of writing equipmentpens, pencils, chunky

Tickets to the circus
Tales
Tool
storytelling
books

Use of early phonics to mark
making- story books

Kit/ Writing about favourite films
blank and film characters

Brochures to describe
the different acts at
the circus

Model- Tales Toolkit/
storytelling plain story
books- creating own
stories

Model- Tales Toolkit/
storytelling plain story
books- creating own
stories
Tales Toolkit postcards
to write invitations to
the talent show to
parents

Making signs for our
own talent show role
play area- use of new
sounds learnt

crayons, sticks (mud
writing)
Model to children- Tales
Toolkit story stripsmark making on

https://www.andne
xtcomesl.com/2016
/01/lavender-soapfoam.html
Number/ SSM
Day 1Number
Day 2 Dice
pattern day
Day 3
Numberblock
s
Day 4
Shape/Patter
n
Day 5
Measures

Song of the week:
Two fat gentlemen
met in a lane bowed
most politely
Number
Pompom scoop
Scoop out pompoms
from a water tray
into numbered cups
Recognises numerals 1
to 5 40-60
Dice pattern day
Number hunt using
dice patterns
Recognises numerals 1
to 5 40-60
Shape/pattern
Shape detectives

Song of the week:
This old man he played one
Number
Natural objects maths
activity
Using a ten frame and
numerals
Separates a group of three or
four objects, saying when they
have the same number 30-50
Dice pattern day
Match the number of spots
on a ladybird using a dice
Sometimes matches numeral
and quantity correctly 30-50
Shape/pattern
Shape monsters collage art
Uses shapes appropriately for
tasks 30-50

Song of the week:
Five little monkeys sitting in a
tree

Song of the week:
Peter hammers with one
hammer

Song of the week:
Five green speckled
frogs

Number
Number matching using toy
cars and number line
Sometimes matches numeral
and quantity correctly 30-50

Number
Play skittles and have a
written tally board
Shows an interest in
representing numbers 3050

Number
Number bingo
Recognises numerals 1 to
5 40-60

Dice pattern day
Dice pattern number hop
Realises not only objects, but
anything can be counted,
including steps, claps or jumps
30-50
Shape/pattern
Match the shape
Chalk around shapes in a tuff
tray and the children then
matchup the shapes

Dice pattern day
Monster hop number line
game
Realises not only objects,
but anything can be
counted, including steps,
claps or jumps 30-50
Shape/pattern
Make pasta bracelets
using two colours

Dice pattern day
Roll the dice and spray
the number. Chalked
numbers on a tuff tray,
water guns and a dice
Recognises numerals 1 to
5 40-60
Shape/pattern
Printing a pattern on a
snake
Uses familiar objects and
common shapes to create

Song of the week:
One man went to
mow
Number
www.topmarks.co.u
k
Counting game
Recognises numerals 1
to 5 40-60
Post it number matchdice patterns on the
wall- match numbers
to the dice patterns
Dice pattern day
Chalked giant number
line with numerals and
dice pattern. Use for
outdoor games,

Using shape
magnifying glasses
hunt for shapes
Selects a particular
named shape 40-60

Measures
Mystery weight bags
Using the big balance scales
Orders two items by weight or
capacity 40-60

Measures
Fill to the lines
Mark some different sized
transparent containers and
ask the children to count
how many scoops it needs to
fill and compare the
containers. Which has more
or less?
Orders two items by weight or
capacity 40-60

Measures
Ordering lengths of
string
Add the children's
height to the chart
Orders two items by
length or height 40-60

Discovery

All about insects
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=zt6qW
OMMuwU
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=iJlfBNy
BKQA
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=3166nK
3Gym8

Shows an interest in shape by
sustained construction activity or
by talking about shapes or
arrangements 30-50

Find out about butterflies
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=FUEeu4moxzM

Find out about bees
https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=umf40gWjE3g
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=ta154f5Rp5Y

Flutter, flutter
Weekly Welly Wednesday:
Rules & song
Read the hungry
Caterpillarhttps://www.yout
ube.com/watch?v=75NQKSm1YY
Outside, fap quietly like a
butterfly moving from

Buzzy Buzz
Weekly Welly Wednesday:
Rules & song
Go outside and count how
many bees you can see?
Where did you find them?
Move like a bee.

Uses familiar objects and
common shapes to create
and recreate patterns and
build models 40-60
Large shapes at child
height (in window) Bowl
of cut out shapes,
different sizes- children to
place the shape on to the
right shape
Measures
Magic potions
Have a recipe using
different ways of
measuring e.g. cups
spoons jugs, pipette
Orders two items by weight
or capacity 40-60

Find out about Ladybirds
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=nl7Kqpqo
N9o
Life cycle of Ladybirds
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=pHIbZ5fF
sOg

Ladybirds
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song

and recreate patterns and
build models 40-60
Measures
Have a selection of
things to measure and
multilink cubes place on
a long piece of paper
and ask the children to
measure each one and
record how many
bricks they used
Orders two items by
length or height 40-60

hopping along the line,
matching objects to
numerals etc.
Recognises numerals 1
to 5 40-60
Shape/pattern
www.topmarks.co.u
k
Shape monsters
Uses familiar objects
and common shapes to
create and recreate
patterns and build
models 40-60
Measures
Draw a number line
outside and elevate a
drain pipe. The
children can roll cars
down the pipe and
measure how far the
car rolls
Orders two items by
length or height 40-60

Find out about spiders
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=WUx2qqPU
yOI

Find out about
different types of
minibeasts
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=LSp_meU
wug4

Web-tastic!
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Sing: Incy Wincy Spider.
Search for spiders!
Where would they be?
What do they eat?

Slugs and snails
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=c8ma6vD
vXAM
Worms
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=lzc_1vjLnI

Art and Crafts
(continuous
provision)
Empty frames,
loose parts,
mirrors,
buttons, real
items, natural
mats, small
mosaic tiles
Clear wall /
white fabric
for shadow
puppets, set
the mood
with lighting

Minibeast homes
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
What bugs can you
find outside?
Go on a bug hunt
outside using
magnifying glasses
Make a bug hotel.

flower to flower. Look at
butterfly pictures.
Paint a symmetrical
butterfly.

Play pollinating game: Sit in a
hexagon/hoop then buzz
around. Collect flower
pollen=beanbags from flower
hoops. When buzzer sounds,
jump into an empty hoop!
Make honeycomb using
bubble wrap to print and egg
boxes and yellow paint.
Taste honey

Read: ‘What the ladybird
that heard’ by Julia
Donaldson
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=Eu9mPX7DuLA
How many ladybirds can
you find outside?
Make playdough ladybirds
with straws and beads.

Make spiders.

Coffee filter
ballerina skirt with
the child’s face as
the ballerina- we all
sing and dance
together display

Plate clown using pom
poms and a decorated
tall hat with feathers
coming out of the top

Making own cinema screen
out of junk

Making large puppet
show/ theatre (large
boxes, creates, planks)

Giraffe handprints
with arm as printed
neck- collage or paint

Making decorations
for our talent show
to hang

Making stick puppets,
sock puppets to use in
puppet theatre

Making own dance
costumes using
material/ dustbin
bags/ ribbons, old
sheets

Creating bunting
and sparkly swirly
hangings (plate cut
round and round to
create a twirling
decoration)

Lollipop stick
ballerina with cup
cake skirt and wool
for hair
Paper doll
ballerinas holding
hands (relate to
‘Paper Doll’ story)
Create own wands
and ribbons for
dancing

Paper plate spinning
wheel
Lion masks, curling and
cutting mane

Painting a picture/
drawing/ making
characters from your
favourite film
Making own popcorn box
and using crafty bits to
create popcorn as a prop
for role play

Paper plate audience
faces

Nature’s
Playground!
Weekly Welly
Wednesday:
Rules & song
Play games outside
using natural
resources e.g. jump
over twigs, use twigs
to create track for
cars, make dens

Gross Physical
(Continuous
Provision)
Slide, cars,
bikes, building
blocks, tyres,
loose parts,
child brushes
for sweeping
Discussionfocused on
‘Healthy Me’
(circle times)
Weekly Show
and Tell/
Jigsaw

Balancing beanbags
on heads- races in
the garden

Dressing up races in the
garden

Balancing a potato on a
spoon in the garden- races

Running races with
medals- can the
children make their
own medals to hand
out? (junk modelling/
craft centre)

Frog leap/ bunny hop
races- how far can
you hop?

How does food
make us feel? How
would it feel if we
didn’t have any
food?

Why should we be
active? How does it help
us?

Sleep? Why is it
important? Play sleeping
lions

Water? Why is it good
to drink? How does it
help our bodies?

Moving on… how
does this make us
feel?

Fruit salad- look
closely at the fruitsphotos so children
can add captions

Clown cupcakes

Healthy pizzas- look
closely at the ingredientsphotos so children can add
captions

Frozen lollipops- what
happens- change of
state

Vegetable soup- look
closely at the
vegetables- photos so
children can add
captions

Balance boards
Balancing along
beams
Balancing on tape
lines

Special times as a
class this yearmemories- photos
on interactive board
all week of the
children’s time in
nursery

Link to all
about me and
what I like to
do out of
school/ clubs
(Why I am
unique)
Baking

Chocolate treatsadd melted
chocolate to rice
krispies, biscuit,
marshmallows,
honeycomb

Computing

(CS) Online Safety
Read story: DigiDuck. Remind them
of Smartie the
Penguin (toy & his
message.)

(CS) Programming
Give commands/
instructions: Bee-bots.
Forwards, go, clear,
backwards, turn. Use grid.
Synchronised dancing

(CS) Programming
Give commands/ instructions:
Bee-bots.
Forwards, go, clear,
backwards, turn. Use grid.
Find the treasure on the grid!

(CS) Programming
Give commands/
instructions: Bee-bots.
Forwards, go, clear,
backwards, turn. Use
grid. Debug simple
picture instructions on
grid.

(CS) Programming
Give commands/
instructions: Bee-bots.
Forwards, go, clear,
backwards, turn. Use
grid. Debug simple
picture instructions on
grid.

(CS) Programming
Give commands/
instructions: Bee-bots.
Fun!

(CS) Programming
Give commands/
instructions: What
did we learn about
programming in term
3? Explore Bee-bots:
Forwards, go, clear,
backwards, turn. Use
grid.

Music and
Movement

Music
(continuous
provision)
Provide
opportunities
for self
expression.
Cassette
players, record
players,
enclosed music

Explore a selection of
robot toys to
programme,
unplugged- grids and
small world toys to
code getting from A
to B, activities like
making a jam
sandwich or making
a simple toy.
Continue with
song/ rhyme basket

.

Continue with song/
rhyme basket

Continue with song/
rhyme basket

Continue with song/
rhyme basket

Continue with song/
rhyme basket

Continue with song/
rhyme basket

Learning songs/
instruments/
movements for
singing event in
week 5

Learning songs/
instruments/ movements
for singing event in week
5

Learning songs/
instruments/ movements
for singing event in week 5

Learning songs/
instruments/
movements for singing
event in week 5

Songs from the Greatest
Showman

Film songs from films out
for children

Musical songs- moana,
frozen, lion king etc

Event for our
Nursery parentsSummer Singing in
the Sun! Children to
write Tales Toolkit
postcard invites to
parents,

Parents/ community/
local school band to
come in and
perform for
children- can
children join in too!

Listen to classical
music

area with
various
instruments
from different
cultures.
Upcycled music
wall outside
with stage and
instruments.

grandparents, special
visitors etc
Learn a ‘kids bop’
song and dance

